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.- ANSYRACT

>-,User-needs studies often present figures indicating that documentati.on
services systems which rely on the mails are inherently incapable of effectively
supporting more than half of all research and development tasks. In addition
to investigating faster ways of transmitting information, DDC has also been
developing and testing system based on another approach;. osie of determin~ing
users' specific documentation requirements and automatically disseminating
the needed documentation to the users' local libraries as soon. as it becomes
available.

This general concept was applied to the selective dissemination of bothI
report announcements and full-text reports. Three different types of selective
announcements, all produced on a reguilar. semimonthly basis, were developed and
tested: (1) automatic bibliagraphiec, (2) group announcement bulletins (each
of which contained announcements in just one of the 188 specific DOD-modified
COSATI subject categories), and (3) selected armnouncements on magnetic tapes
which could then be used as a basis for local SDI services. Selected reports
were disseminated on the same semimonthly basis as the announcements, but in
only one form--microfiche.(I
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PREFACE

The concept of automatically providing the Defense Documentation
Center (DDC) users with selective documentation services has been the
primary focus of development efforts within DDC since July 1967 At
the beginning of calendar year 1968 DDC embarked on a test program to
determine the feasibility of this concept.

Although portions of the program are still in a test status at this
writing, much has already been learned. This report presents the need
for such a program, the concept behind it, the testing of that concept,
the presently determinable results of that test, and the probable future
of the program.

PREPARED BY:, APPROVED BY:

RAL. EHERMAN W. MILES
Technical Information Specialist Director, Directorate of

* Directorate of Development Development
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During the past decade or so many technucal libraries .nd information
centers around the country have initiated internal programs for the
Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI) to their users. A few
years ago the Defense Documentation Center (DDC) decided to apply this
same concept of selective dissemination tc t.e documentation services
which it provides to technical libraries and information centers.

After several years of experimentation and testtig, DDC has concluded
that the principle of selective dissemination can be effectively applied
to several of its re.ilar semimonthly documentation services.

1. Users with electronic data processing capabilities can be
regularly provided with magnetic tapes containing bibliographic citations
to all of DDC's most recent technical report accessions. These tapes,
provided as much as a month in advance of the corresponding issue of
the Technical Abstract Bulletin (TAB), can be employed (either alone
or ir conjunction with other tapes) as the basis for the user's internal
SDI and bibliography programs.

2. Librzries which had been requesting large numbers of technical
reports can now be provided with as much as 86 percent of their DDC
document requirements at the same time they are provided with the
corresponding TAB announcements of those documents. Thus, they can now
respond imediately to a majority of the requests they receive from their
locil users. The actual portion of requests which can be filled at the
local leve' wll progressively increase with the accumulation of documents
(on microfiche) received through this service.

3. The coordinated application of the magnetic tape announcement
service and the automatic document distribution service can enable local
libraries to provide their usere with very responsive and highly effective
documentation services.

4. Two varieties of DDC-produced SDI-type hard copy announcement
services were also tested. One of them was based on a concept of
fragmenting the TAB into individual subject categories which could be
sorted and assembled by local libraries into SDI pamphlets for their
users. The other was based on a direct application of the prevalent
SDI concept, but with each SDI bulletin custom-prepared by DDC rather
than the local user. Each type proved to have some good points, but
neither seemed to be as cost effective as locally produced SDI bulletins
and DDC cost considerations forced discontinuance of both.

DDC is now offering the automatic magnetic tape service to all users
on a subscription basis. The automatic document distribution service
is being provided to all users for whom its cost effectiveness has been
determined. Experimentation with profiling techniques is continuing in
an attempt to make automatic document distribution cost effective
for more of DDC's users.

ii
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I. ]NTRDUCTION,

The basic concept of selective documentation services is certainly not
new; forms of SDI (selective dissemination of information) have been tried
by wany organizations during the past decade, with varied degrees of success.

Most of the SDI programs, however, have been some variation of a type
which are generically called current-awareness programs; i.e., instead of
actulUy conveying any technical information to their users they merely
'lert them as to what information is currently available mnd how it can be
obtained. Furthermore, practically all known SDI programs are operating
at what DDC terms the "retail level"; the outputs of the system (announce-
ments, current-awareness bibliographies, or whatever else they may be
called) are routed directly to individual users or very small groups of
Users.

DDC has taken this SOI concept avd modified it so that it might be
applied to both current-awareness-type report announcements ma fall-text
report copies on a "wholesale level" (with dissemination being made to
technical libraries and information centers rather than to individual users).

1.



nI. NEED FOF DOMPOVED DOC1D4MT&TI(tA SERVICESI

For mnyq years DDC has been improviiig its eisting products and
developing new ones. But even the new products have general-ly beer-
natural extensions of the traditional documentation services (announce-
ment journals, documeont copies, and retrospective 'bibliographies).

Services have also been gradually but continually improved, particu-
larly response times. These improvements have been made, however, by
utilizing now equipoent and optimizing internal work flow to speed in-house
processing.

Although such improvements have helped, of course, it eventually
became evident thal, real.y-significant, improvements in documentation
services would require a new approach; namely,, determining actual user
raquirements and developdig new products and servicea aimed at fulfilling
them.

A. 'User Information Reqtd!rements

User-needs studies within the Department of Defense (DoD) indicated
that some major redesiga o" DDC's documentation services systas wuas required
to 'ore Gffectively respond to diverse user requirements.

Some of the more salient findings of the studies were suemarized
by W. C,~ Christensen, Director of Technical Information, Office of the
Director of Defense Research and Engineering, during a North Atlantic
Treaty Oiganization/Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development
(NATO/AGARD) Conference in June of 1968: 1

1. Host technical information users are either engi.neers or are
working in areas related to engineering, and their information problems
are exceedingly complex.

2. While information, to be effective, is needed in less than a day
by over 20 percent of the users, most users would really like to have
their inforration needs met instantaneously.

3. When seeking information, must uL-ers turn first to their own
personal fies or a colleague, supporting Mr. Christensen's contention
that Itusers operate on a mirmumn effort principal as far as requisition
of technical information is concerned" and emphasizing the importance of

* I local sources of Information.

~/H.F.Vessey, et al. "Storage and Retrieval of Information; a User Supplier
Dialogue,"t Proceedings of a symposim sponsored by the Avionics and Technical
Information Panels of thle North Atlantic Treaty Organization Advisory Group
for Aerospace Research and Development at iMznich (Jim6 1968) 126-7. AD 697 62a

Preceding page klt*k



4. Because the amount of information being generated is tremendousand becauie it tends to have a short half-life, engineering information
is most difficult to handle in a technical information system.

B. DDC Services and Performance

The user information requirements set forth in the previous sectioncontrast sharply with the following aspects of DDC service in FY 1967, the
last Fiscal Year prior to initiation of the test program:

Service Volumes

* 6,000 different user organizations were provided with
documentation services.

* 50,000 different reports were announced in the Technical
Abstract Bulletin (TAB).

* 264 ,000 TABs were distributed to users and were supple-
mented by a total of nearly 78,000 volumes of Quarterly
and Annual TAB Indexes.

* 20,300 bibliographies (containing a total of approximately
3,000,000 references) were supplied to users.

* 1,850,000 copies of documents were requested.

- 51 percent of al these requests were from 139
user organizations (only three percent of the active
users).

- 75 percent of all these requests were from 528 user
organizations (only 12 percent of the active users).

Service Times

* The total service time (including mail distribution)
required for providing document announcements (via
TAB) averaged out to 44 days.

* The average total service time (including mal transit
both ways) required for responding to bibliography
requests was 12 days.

* The service time (including two-way mail transit) on
document requests averaged 12.5 drys.

4



C. Performance M!RLLicationa

Comparison of the usr information requirmets as found in the
usez-needs studios ith the services provided by DD1) clearly Implicated
M1)0w services and performance.

1. While the RDI&E (research, developmaent, test, and evaluation)
cominity is ccmposed of diverse substantive interests, professional
disciplines, quantitative and qualitative information needs, and differing
local caailte for processing information, DDC services have heretofore

been providing only standard types of Information products.
2. Although scientists and engineers invariably seek information at

local sources first, there have been no active program for improving
and strengthenuing local information processing ae'dvities aw part of a
coordinated systmtic plan to develop a DoD-wide integrated technical
information system.

3. The docuetation services which Me1) has been providng may be
generally characterize~ as outputs of a dinnd/reponse or "'reactive"
system: users request :infbrmation or documents, the request is processed

by DDC, and finally the information is forwar-ded to the requester. With
over 22 percent of the users needing their information In less than a day,
and,. cumulatively, more than 47 percent needing theirs in less than a week,
centralized sources such as DDC clearly cannt meet more than a small
percentage of users, Iiformation needs through traditional deman/response
distribution mthods.

a. An average of more than 25 days is required to request,
receive, and review a DDC bibliography, then request and receive copies
of the desired reports. But, since 47 percent of all users' inforrm-tion
needs must be fulfilled within a week,, DDC' s bibliography program has
been effectively supporting much less than 53 percent of &ll RD~TR tasks.

b. While many Rd2&E tasks require completion in two weeks or
less, documents cannot be requested and received from 1)1) in less than
12.5 days, on the average. Hence, D)1)'s document service probably supports
only a small percentage of RDMrE tasks effectively.

* ~ /Arnold F. Goodman; et al. "DoD User Needs Study, Phase I:[, Volumes I
and 32,1 North American Aviation, Inc., Autonetics Division, Arlington,

Vrginia (November 1966) AD 647 l.1 and AD 647 U12
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4. Although nearly 75 percent of all document services are utilized
by only 12 percent of the active users, there have been few exceptions to
the demand/response syndrome and its built-in delay of approximately
55 days from a document's availability at DDC to its earliest possible
receipt by a user; i.e., no provision has ever been made for any form of
"wholesale" document distribution by DDC.

5. DDC's inability to match response times to a variety of information
usage rates (as related to RDME task duration) accounts at least in part
for:

a. the highly concentrated use of the majority of DDC's services
by a small minority of large aggressi'-e user organizations;

b. the lack of use of DDC services by nearly 2,000 registered
user organizations;

c. the predominant importance of the local work environment as
the primary, and all too frequently, the only source of information; and

d. the fact that, according to the DoD user needs studies, over
43 percent of the RDT&E community is unaware of the existence of TAB and
over 31 percent are unaware of the existence of DDC.

D. New Objectivea and Goals

The preceding observations indicated a need for restructuring
and realigning DDC's products and services in order to achieve the
following objectives:

1. To provide for the diverse interests, requirements, and capa-
bilities of user organizations and activities by offering a range of
flexible documentation services.

2. To provide users$ local technical libraries and information centers
with more support through the provision of documentation services in
"wholesale" quantities.

3. To provide more responsive, "active," document service predicated
upon the document usage patterns of user orgaiizations in addition to the
existing "reactive" document service program. Such a program would
selectively anticipate users' varying needs and be flexible enough to permIt
rapid, economical satisfaction of specific document needs.

In sumary, then, these were DDC' parameters for defining a new
approach to document announcement and dissemination system--a new spectrum
of documentation services in response to RDT&E users' information requirements.

6



In. FHOM COMKP

A. Decit oro Planned User-(kiented Services

Re Ogsng the need for donainservices awre capable of
moetng the diva-orser~ Inflormtion requirns IX)C developed a
concept for a Program of user-oriented services. The program concept
wy be most readily ezplaimod by defining the different categories of

users os classified by DDC and describing the types of services 'which
%we re lt to bent suit their needs.

Even tbough no two user oaiatosare likely to have exactly
the same information requirements, most attempts at classifying or
grouping users result in three categories:

I. Iou'-VOImW Users

Ibese users are generally organisations working on small,
specialized DoD projects. the libraries of most are somewhat limited
in their Infomation services capabilities and, as a result, request
only a fer documents per year from DDC,

2. X&diu-Voliue Users

These are usuaflly larger, more active organizations woring on
moecomplex DoD projects. Ikost have adequate technical libraries and

Man either plan or already have saw automation. They annually request
hndreds oY IDC dociments.

3. IVig-Volm Users

These are the large, active, aggressive organizations working
on comprehensive DoD projects. Nearly all have several small technical

lraries and a large automated central library whith uses DDC services
heavily,, requesting several thousand documeats per ye ar.

To~ better meat the information requirements of thof e~ rferent
categories of users, DDC Planned to develop the following tie1-ctive
documentation services:

Selective Announcement Services

User interest profiles would be constructed, and as each of
DDC' 3G snthJY input Processing cycles was completed, copxies of all
report annoumcownts falling within the parameters of the profile would
be Produced and sent to the user.* These announcements would be produced
and disseminated in several different formats:

7



a. Automatic Bibliograp1w Service-to provide users with
bound computer-printed listings of report citations in subject areas of
interest.

b. Group Announcement Bulletin (GAB) Service--to provide
users with loose-leaf pages containing report citations falling within
given Committee on Scientific and Technical Informatio (COSATI) Subject
Categories of interest.

c. Automatic Magnetic Tape Dissemination (AMTD) Service--to
provide users with magnetic tapes containing report citations of interest.

Automatic Documnt Distribution (ADD)

Users' document-need profiles would be constructed and, upon
completion of each DDC semimonthly input processing cycle, microfiche
copies of all reports falling within the scope of the profile would be
produced and sent to the user.

These automatic services, offered in conjunction with the demand
services already available, would enable users to select and employ
whatever combination of services they found to be most beneficial.

A large organization, for example, might receive an AMTD magnetic
tape and an ADD ahipment of reports on microfiche shortly before
receiving its TAB. The microfiche (and the TAB, when received) would
be filed in the technical library while interest profiles f.rom the
organization's scientists and engineers would be processed against the
magnetic tape to produce individual announcement bulletins which could
be disseminated directly to the end users. If, upon reviewing his
announcement bulletin, the end user found a reference to a document he
wanted to see, he could go to the library and read it on a microfiche
viewer, making copies of any pages needed for further study. If a hard
rcopy of the complete document were still desired, it might be requested,
of course. The organization could then either reproduce it from the micro-
fiche or forward the request to the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS). In any event, the end user would be made aware of the report
somewhat sooner than before and the Information contained in the document
would be available much sooner.

B. Expected Impacts

ADP §quiment Iwact

At the time the Selective Documentation Services (SDS) Program
was planned (1967), DDC was employing a UNIVAC 1107 computer to process

8



requests for documentation services. While this systm rould be capable
of handling the 81)5 work loads duriag the initial test, it was clear
that W~itional data processing capabilities would be required to
effectively support suequent, phases.

wecroflche ftdljt !Mct

During the design stags of the program DDC) recognized that it
did not have the capacity for producing the large numbers of microfiche
which would be required, eve in the initial test phase. The increased

*capability necessary for the early phases, however,. could be readily

by leasing or purchasing additional reproduction equipment that was
available e ve then. But obtaining the reproduction flexibility, speed,
and econci~ so necessary to th16 successful development of an operating
system would require substantial imavet, and possibly even totally
now developments, in mechani zed microfiche equipment for duplicating,,
sorting, and packaging.

Printing Requirwents IMeat

Even the initial phase of the program mw expected to cause
signiicant but manageable increases In DDC' printing work load, largely
because of the large number of copies of each of the 188 separate GAB
i"sue required (one for each of the 188 COSATI Subject Categories) which
would have to be printed and sorted. Subsequent exnsion of the GAB
service in later phases would probably require acquisition of additional
printing equipmuent and/or development of specialized sorting equipment
for use in assembling usera' GAB shipments.

Personnel Impact

It was expected that the shift from "normal,, processing operations
to those of the SDS test programi would necessitate some realignment of
manpower resources within DDC, particularly in the microfiche and printing
areas,

The extent of work load displacement which would occur in the
microfiche area would,. of course, depend upon the microfiche volumes
required and the degree to which the "normal", demand request processing
work load would bo reduced by the ADD service. For the first few months
of the test, however, no reduction in the demand request work load
would be realized; instead, because of the time lag involved, the ADD
work loads would be totally additional to the normal ones. For these
reasons., therefore, contractual assistance might be necessary during
the first phase of tho ADD test.

9
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The GAB service would create a sizable additional work load in
the printing area, due in part to the increased printing necessary ut
mostly to the difficult GAB sorting process. While a reduction in the
bibliography processing work load was anticipated, it was not expected
to be a large enough reduction to offset the increased work lcads in
the printing area. And, even if the reduction should ba largo enough,
the time lag prior to its effect would be even longer than in the case
of ADD service.

C. Potential Benefits

The SDS ptogram concept was developed in recognition of the
broad spectrum of information requirements represented by the diverse
elements of the RME coiimunity. Accordingly, the program was keyed
to providing a range of flexible documentation services which wculd
be more responsive to the needs of individual users.

Through this program users could be rapidly and efficiently
provided with most of the infoxnation they would require from DDC.
'With a flexible range of services from which to select, a user organiza-
tion could obtain documents and information that would not only be within
its scope of interest, but also in a form that would permit their
efficient use in responding to local information needs.

This developmient of expanded and diversiflea products and
services should substantially increase DDC's capability to effectively
support DoD RDMrE programs for several reasons:

a. Providing local technical Libraries and information
centers with much more responsive and comprehensive support should
increase their interest in, and effective use of, DDC' s documentation
serviaces.

b. Improving and strengthening users' local information
centers should greatly increase both their usefulness and their usage
rate, helping to close the most important link in the information
transfer chain by getting the information to the scientists and
engineers who need it.

c. Providing scientists and engineers with ready and
immediate access to most DoD document* and Information should make it
possible for DDC to effectively support an additional 50-75 percent of
the RDMrE tasks which it was not previously capable of supporting.

In summary, decentralizing information services in those instances
where "wholesale" packaging and distribution by DDC and subsequent
"retail", processin~g by local libraries are feasible, would result in
both more effective and more efficient transfer of DoD RDME information.

10
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IV. TEST PLAN FOR SELECTIVE DOCUMENTATION SERVICES

A. Design and Scope of Test

In August 1967 DDC began planning to test the validity of the
Selective Documentation Services concept. The result was a plan for
a feasibility test originally kncwn to the user organizations which
participated in it as the Automatic Services and Products (ASP) test.

The following three types of Selective Announcement Services.
mentioned in the preceding section, were designed and developed for
use in testing the concept of automatic announcement dissemin&tion:

Automatic Bibliographies

Thesi would be bound, computer-printed listings of all report
citations (in AD number sequence) falling within the parameters of the
user's interest profile. Single copies of one or more of these custom
bibliographies would be supplied semimonthly (on a TAB-cycle basis).
If needed, copies could be reproduced by the user library, in compliance
with applicable security regulations, and distributed within the organi-
zation. (It should be pointed out here that, unlike other Di)' announcement
products, since these bibliographies were to be custom-prepared and bound
they could be sufficiently controlled to permit inclusion of classified
citations.)

Being the most selective of the automatic announcement services
the Automatic Bibliographies were considered capable of becoming acceptable
substitutes for TAB, particularly for small user organizations, users
concerned with relatively few fields of RD&E, and users working almost
exclusively on classified contracts. Conversely, they would be of little
use to either large organizations or those with broad interests, with
the notable exception of their potential value to work on continuing,
highly specialized or classified projects.

Figure 1 is a sample unclassified citation from an Automatic
Bibliography.

Group Announcement Bulletins

DDC' s TAB has always been organized according to the DoD-modified
COSATI Subject Categories-with the 22 COSATI categories (Fields) pro-
viding the major subject breakdown and the 188 COSATI subject headings
(Groups and Subgroups) providing the minor subject breakdown. The Group
Announcement Bulletins would be nothing more than unbound publications
(most would be either a single loose-leaf page or a couple of loose-leaf

pages fastened together), each containing all of the citations appearing

U1



Figure 1

UNCLASSIFIED

AD-822 880
ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER ARNOLD AIR FORCE
STATION TENN

nESCRIPTIVE NOTE: FINAL REPT.,
NOV 67 27P HYERS*, W,

QEPT. NO. AE0C-TR-6,7-22q
CONTRACT: AF 40( 6 00)-1200
nROJ: AF-6065, ARO-.VTO626
"'ASK: 606507

UNCLASSIrIED REPORT
niSTRI14rI0N: NJO FOREIGN WITHOUT APPROVAL OF AIR
FORCE FLIGHT DYNAMICS LAB.1 ATTN: FDFR.
4RIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO 45423#

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE: PREPARED IN COOPERATION WITH ARO;
INC*, TULLAHOMA* TENN&

wECITOS

(U)

THE DRAG AND STABILITY CHARACTFRISTICS

NOTICE

THE TITLE, DESCRIPTORS, AND ABSTRACT CONTAINED IN THIS ACTUAL SAMPLE
CITATION HAVE BEEN BLACKE D OUT TO ENABILE PUBLIC RELEASE OF THIS
DOCUMENT. THE~ R1EAEAE LP-TTATION MARKINlG LEFT ON TO INDICATE FORMAT
IS NOT APPLICABLE TO This JNCLASSIFED/ULIMITED SAMPL.
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wuider a single Group (hence the name) or Subgroup heading in t.he
corresponding TAB issue. DDC3 would print, sort, and ship the GABs in
accordance with previously established user intorest profiles specifying
which GABs, and how many copies of each, were desired by each user. The
user could then distribute the GAB copies tvlthin the organization according
to individueCl users' needs.

While tha GAB service would not be nearly as selective as the
Automatic Bibliography service, it should be far more versatile. With
188 different subject categories, selectivity should be sufficient for
most user organizations, yet profile structuring and production and
handling problems would be far less than for custom-prepared announcements.

A sample GAB is reproduced in figure 2.

Automatic Manetic Tapes

One of tlu biggest problems facing organizational users of scientific
and technical information is the proliferation of information sources
and services. With over 550 different information services presently
operating in the United States,. the same report is usually indexed andI announced by at least two and often as many as five of them. This
frequently provides users with as much confusion as help,. since they must
find some way to make sure that their scientists and engineers are made
aware of all potentially useful reports' yet they cannot afford to have
them read each announcement twice or to request the same report from
several different sources.

The only feasible wry for high-volume users of documentation
services to cope with this problem of redundancy at the present time is
to operate their own internal SDI service. But this is also a very excpensive
proposition as au'tomatic data pro cesing capabilities are essential
and a considerable manual effort is still required just to get the desired
contents of the various announcement publications into a machinable form.
Because it would provide announcements of new DDC) accessions, in user-
selected subject categories and in machinable form, the AMTD service
should be ideally suited to those high-volume users operating their own
internal SDI1 system.

The AMTD service would provide computer-produced magnetic tapes
containing all1 of the report citations from one TAB which fall within
the parameters of the users interest profile. While the profiles to be
used in selecting the report citations wcild be the same type as the ones
used in the GAB selection (COSATI Fields/Groups/Subgroups profiles), the
format of the resulting magnetic tape would be the same as that of the
Automatic Bibliographies, with citations in AD Number sequence.

Through the AMT service each participating user organization would
rece~ive a new tape each TAB cycle. This tape could then be employed,
either alone or in, conjunction with similar tapes from other organizations,.

13
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as the basis of the organization's own Internal SDI systm. Interest
profiles could then be developed for individual uisers or =ll groups
of users and used to extract citations front the tape for inclusion Jn
camputztr-prepared, current-awareness bibliographies or special annucmet
bulletins.

Que the preparation of announcwnt3 was completed, the current tape
could be inrged into a master file built up from previous tapes. This
master file could then be used, much the sam as at DDC, in preparing
retrospectivo bibliography searches.

All three of the autmtic announcment services wo~uld include only
announcements of classified and imclas3ified, limited reports. Announce-
neezts of unclaasified, unlimited reports would be excludee to eliminate
redundancy with the Clearinghouse for Federal- Scientific and Technical
Information (now part of the National Technaical Information Services)
which jrocesses and announces all unclassified, unlimited DDC accessions.
Ilie unclassified, unlimited reports themselves were to be excluded from
thze ADD servicP ' mr uch the sam reaon.

In a .4tion to the unclassified, unlindted reports several other
categories of reports would be excluded from the ADD service: reports
bearing secMrity-attached release limitations such aj Restricted Dt.a or
Formerly Restrictod Data would not b~e sent automtically; reports bvuarin&
distribution ]Limitation stateuwt Nimber 5, hControlled: all requests to
(controlling DoD office)," could not be mailed automtically; reports
bearing other distribution limitatior, stiat~esnts limiting their release
(without prior approval) to only certain categories of users could not
be sent automatically to any user outside the particular category
designated; andW-, of course, classified reports could not be sent to use
lacking the applicable facility clearance and "need-to-know."

Automatic Documents

Users' document-needs profiles would be constructed, and upon completion
of each DDC semiisnthly input proc-tssing cycle, microfiche copies of
all reports falling within the parameters of the profile would be produced
and sent to the user. To facilitate profile construction, processing,
and interfacing of the automatic services by the users, most of the
profiles would be the same type as the ones used in the GkB and AMTD
tiervices (COSATI Fields/Groups/Subgroups profiles). A very limited
number of search term profiles would also be tested, however, to determine
whether that much higher degse of specificituy cculd possibly be applied
to automatic document distribution.

The users participating in the tesi would be permitted to select
any combination of automatic services that they felt their organization
could effectively and efficiently use. During the test DDC would evaluate

15
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the following factors for each of the automatic services and compare

them with those for each of the equivalent demand services:

1. Effectiveness and general user acceptability of service

2. Timeliness of service

3. Usage volumes

4. User's handling work loads end costs

5. DDC's production work loads and costs

B. Selection and Orientation of Test Particuants

At the time the test was planned there were approximately 6,000
organizations registered with DDC as users, but only about 4,000 of them
requested any reports in a given year. A one percent sample of this
active user community (considered to be all DDC could cope with in a
test of thi-s magnitude) would provide sufficient reliability, so DDG
set out to select 40 users who agreed to participate in the test.
Althcugh selection criteria such as organization size and availability
of microfiche equipment were considered, the participants were selected
largely on the basis of organization type and report request rate, With
respect to these two factors, the final selection produced a rather well-
balanced test coimunity comprised of 21 DoD organizations (seven from
each of the three military services) and 19 DoD contractors. Ten of
those selected were nigh-volume users, 18 were medium-volume users, and
12 were low-volume users. The distribution by organization type was
fairly close to that of the total DDC user population, but the distri-
bution by report request rate was heavily biased toward the medium-
volume and high-volume users as these were the types of users for which
the services were designed. (See figures 3 and 4.)

During October 1967, the test program was presented to the
-elected users in a series of workshops held at DDC. These workshops
provided an opportunity for discussing the test plans and refining them.
The profiles required for the various mixes of test services desired
by the users were also developed during these workshops (see appendix A).

The test participants were asked to orient their local personnel
as to the objectives of the program and the procedures to be followedt
during the test, with some emphasis being placed on orientation toward
the use of microfiche and microfiche equipnent.

16
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V. TEST (j'EATIONS

Following the orientation workshops DDC had to ccuplote the many
systems improvisations (see appendixes B through G) required for the
test and to acquire the additional production capabilities required for
the test. Wherever possible, existing computer programs and established
work flow patterns were used, modifying them only to the extent necessary
to make the test possible.

A. Selective Announcement Services

Since two of the three types of selective announcements being
tested would be completely new DDC products and all three types would be
produced in-house, most of the development effort necessary was in this
area.

Automatic Biblioraihies

The system used for the production of the Automatic Bibliographies
was the sam one Led to produca DDC demand bibliographies, with four
minor changes (see appendix C).

1. The custom-prepared search patterns used to select items for
demand bibliographies were replaced by user interost profiles, which
were run each TAB cycle.

2. Instead of searching the entire DDG collection, as is done for
demand bibliographies, only the latest TAB cycle's accessions were
searched, with the process being repeated every TAB cycle.

3. Each Automatic Bibliography produced was bound in a special
cover with a continuing title and search control number for ease in
idetification by the user.

4. In the event a user's interest profile produced no 'matches"
in accessions for a given TAB cycle, a copy of the profile bearing the
notation, "N0E OF THE REPORTS ANNOUNCED IN TAB ISSUE _MET THE
REQUIFM OF THIS PROFILE," was sent.

Being compter-printe the Automatic Bibliographies required only
bursting and binding to prepare them for shipment. As a result, they
were usually ready for shipment 2-3 weeks in advance of the corresponding
issue of TAB.

Because the name or symbol of the recipient was printed directly on
each Automatic Bibliography, they could be routed directly to the end
users, thus reducing the need for local library handling.

19
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Group Announcement Bulletins

The production and dissemination of GB's were more of a problem.
Since DDC I d never offered a comparable product, a completely new system
for producing them had to be developed and implemented within a few
months. The resulting syste was therefore rather unsophisticated.
(See appendix D.)

In the normal process of producing each issue of TAB, a magnetic
tape of unclassified report citations for all of the AD Numbers to appear
in it (sorted into field/group sequence) was prepared. This tape
was chosen as the stepping-off point for a syslem to produce the GAB's.
Using this tape, the production of GAB's then proceeded as follows:

1. The tape was copied, eliminating the citations to unclassi-
fied/unlimited reports.

2. The computer was then used to check the tape (containing
unclassified citations to all of the unclassified/limited and classified
reports) and list: (a) all of the subject groups to which no accessions
had been assigned, and (b) all of the subject fields in which there had
been accessions not assigned to any particular subject group. (These are
document citations assigned to a subject field but no particular subject
within it-a procedure employed when designation of the specific subject
category, added to the other descriptive data on the citation, would
place the entry in a sensitive category and preclude its inclusion in
the GAB.,)

3. Using these listings and the column totals from the master
GAB production and distribution chart (a tabular compilation of all of
the GAB users' field/group profiles) depicted in figure 5, a GAB pro-
duction listing like that in figure 6 was prepared.

4. While the GAB production listing was being prepared, the
computer would be printing out a listing of all of the AD Numbers
included on the tape and all of the subject categories to which each
had been assigned, hence, all of the GAB's in which a given AD Number
would appear. This printout was then used to pepare the AD: Field/Group
Index, a sample page of which appears in figure 7.

5. Shortly after the AD: Field/Group Index listing was printed
out, all of the citations on the tape from the second step were printed
out two-up (two citations per page) in a master GAB printout.

6. Using acetate overlays to provide headers and distribution
statemen" on the first page of each GAB, each page of the printout was
then photographically reduced and offset plates prepared. For those
Groups to which no accessions had been assigned, offset plates containing
the GAB header and the statement, "NO REPORTS ANNOUNCED THIS ISSUE,.. were
prepared (see figure 8).

20
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Figure

G/B HiODUCON MM DISIBUTMN CHUT

G"B COPM~
OU 0L L ~ 1M )2

USE a m ARM .Li -- GZ W LMNE TOTALS

1 2 2 2 2 2 134

2 135

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 644

4 2 2 3 , 2 138

5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 255

6 I 3- 51 i

7 - - 1 l 2 , .... 6 0

The number in each cell
- is the number of copies of each

issue of the particular GAB indicated
by the column that the user on that - T31 1 1 1 line requires. _ _2 92

32 2 -_ ~3105

33 2 5 58

34 10 0 10 I 10 6 6 6 | L 322

35 3 3 3 .I 1 . 2O0
36 2 2 ( 0

37 8 7 8 7 5 4 100
38 6 6 5 2 148

39 1 1 - i 601

40 950
20 20 6 20 6 I 6 6 20 20 20

FIELW/GROUP I - _3248

TOTALS 181 58 74 11 L5 1 51 62 0 8 32,482
f45 , 162 15 _62 IO5 1
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GROUP AN OUNMENT BULIETIN COPIES Figure 6

ISSUE NO. 68-6

01-01 203 07-0" 180 13-06 1W 18-09* 49 FIELD GAB'S
02 195 02 183 07 131 10* 58
03 210 03 189 08 178 11* 46 13 256
O 181 04 201 09 154 12* 43 15 305
05 116 05 * 169 10 128 13 45 16 316

10.1 120 14* 60 17 323
02-01 * 9 08-01 48 11 131 21 253

02 8 02 108 12 178 19-01 320
03* 2 03 110 13 151 02 243 1,453
o4 1 04* 87 o3 215 1,22
o5* 5 05 126 14-D1 255 04 290
06* 29 06 116 O 274 05 227 32,673

07 118 03 209 06 229
03-01 89 08 49 04 242 07 288

02 95 09* 46 05 166 08 150
03 86 10 47

11 92 15-01 198 20-01 203
04-01 171 12 80 02 242 02 154

02 151 13 81 03 2 03 206
1 114M 03.1 253 04 245

05-o1 222 04 221 05 259
02 196 09-01 285 05 209 06 228
03 130 02 308 06 198 07 126
04 121 03 309 07 236 08 150
05 205 04 280 09 164
06* 91 05 269 16-01 220 10 163
07* 113 06 268 02 236 1i 197
08 191 03 291 12 194
09 195 10-01 187 05 272 13 217
10 182 02 216 o4.1 267 14 209
11 98 03 203 04,2 266

04.3* 222 21-03* 141

06-01 69 I1-01 324 02 157
02 128 02 264 17-01 244 015 98
')3 59 03 285 02 206 0 155
04* 95 04 275 02.1 214 05 138
05 56 05 219 03 202 oC. 106
06 104 06 292 04 287 07 2o
07* 106 07 229 05 277 08 186

08 /40 08 226 06 236 08.1 200
09* 46 09 3h2 07 226 08.2 213
10*75 10 257 08 278 09 212
-- 1111* 215 09 273 09.1 207
12 12* 192 10 180 09.2 194

13 49
lh* 46 12-01 292 18-01* 93 22-01 1U

15 53 02 273 02 *19 02 15916 n18 03 Mu o314
7 118 13-01 161 014 135 uh.12
18 107 02 108 05* 75 -
19 96 03 101 06 155 31,220
20 7504 187 *109
21 189 05* 148 121 *uNo Issue
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Figure 7

AD -FIELD/GROUP INDEX AD -FIELD/oRoup INDEX

385 033L 17/4 385 088L 15/6
385 034L 17/4 385 089L 16/4.2
385 035L 15/7 385 090L 16/492# 17/7
385 036L 17 385 091 1/3# 20/11
385 037L 15/7 385 092 17
385 038L 15/7 385 093L 1/3# 15/4
385 039L 17/6 385 094 15/7
385 040 19/8 385 095 1/
385 041L 19/8 -385 096 15/7
385 042L 17 385 097 15/7
385 043L 6/20 385 098 15/7
385 044L 17/2.1 385 099 15/7
3815 045L 7/3# 6/5 385 100 15
385 046 17/1 385 101 15
385 047L 21/9 385 102 15
385 048 21/9.2# 21/8.20 7/3 385 103 15/7
385 049L 21/9.1 385 104 15/7
385 050L 16/4.2 385 105 15/7
385 051 17/4 385 106 15/7
385 052L 17/7# 17/9 385 107 15/7
385 053L 19/4 385 108 15/7
385 054L 20/1 385 109 15/7
385 055 21 385 110 15/7
385 056 22o2e 13/12 385 111 15/7
385 057 22/2# 13/12 385 112 15/7
385 058 22/2# 13/12 385 113 15/7
385 059 22/2t 13/12 385 114 15/7
385 060L 19/1 385 115 15/7
385 061L 22/2 385 116 15/7
385 062 15/7 385 117 15/7385 063 15/7 385 118 15/7
385 064 9/2p 18/6 385 119 15/7
385 065 15/2 385 120 15/7
385 066 16/4 385 121 1/
385 067L 22/2# 13/12 385 122 15/7
385 068L 17 385 123 15/7
385 069 17/8 385 124 15/7
385 070L 17/9 385 125 15/7
385 071L 17/9 385 126 15/7
385 072 17/4 385 127 19/2p 19/4
385 073 9/5 385 128 19/2p 19/4

3504 16/4*1' 1/3 385 129L 14/5
385 075 21/4 385 130L 1/3t 20/4
385 076 15/2# 15/3 385 131 5/10
385 077 15 385 132L 13/10
385 078L 1/3# 20/4 385 133L 19/6
385 079 21 385 134L 1/3# 15/4
385 080L 18/3* 20/4 385 135L 15/7t 12/2
385 081L 7/4 385 136L 9/6
385 082L 22/4# 21/2 385 137L 18/3
385 083L 1/3 385 138L 17/7
385 084 21/8.2' 11/1 385 139L 17/4# 1/3
385 085 21/8#1# 21/2 385 140 15/1
385 086 5/9 385 141L 21/5

385 087 1/ 23385 142L 18/3t 18/8
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7. The required number of copies of each GAB, as iiidicated on
the GAB production listing prepared in the third step, was then printed.

8. After printing.. al of the pages were drilled to fit three-
hole binders and those GABs of more than a single page were stapled.

9. The completed GABs were then sorted, according to the GAB
distribution chart(flgure 5), int-) individual user shipments.

10. Copies of (a) a pamphlet containing general information for
users of GABs, (b) a bulletin of changes in document classi.ication
distribution, and availability, (c) an AD: Field/Group Indexr, and (d) the
TAB Irdexes were added to each user's GAB shipment and the entire shipment
was wrapped and mailed.

Because of the shortcuts taken in the produ,.tion of GABs and the sal
number of users in the test program, DDC could distribute the GABs to
participating user libraries 1-2 weeks in advance of the corresponding
issue of TAB. When the libraries received their GAB shipments, they had
to sort them according to individual or branch profiles and route them
to the specific user3 concerned.

Automatic Magietic Tapes

Excepting the medium used, the Automatic Magnetic Tapes were nearly
identical1 to the GABs. The approach to theiz- production was also
quite similar; but because of the machine production possible with
tapes, fewer production steps were required.

While the Automatic Magnetic Tape Dissemination (AMTD) experiment
was initiated in January of 1968, progress was much slower than with
the other experimental services in the ASP test program. There were
many reasons for this, but among the most prominent were:

a. The AMTD test community was much smller because the
potential user comunity (DDC users width large active technical libraries
and substantial EDP capabilities) was quite limited and participation was
rather expensive,

b. The test users had to develop the capability (in terms of
computer programs and an in-house SDI program) to use the service.

c. DDC's magnetic tape production capacity was severely limited
at the time.
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Early in 1968 the eight users participating in the experiment at
that time were each sent a test tape for use in developing their own
processing programs and internal SDI -systems. These test tapes were
all idertical in content, each containing all of the unclassified
citations o unclassified/limited and classified reports announced in
TAB Issue 68-01. In other words, they were copies of the magnetic tape
used to produce the master GAB printout.

As users acquired the capability to use the AMTD service, they
submitted a blank reel of magnetic tape and began receiving AMTD service
regularly. Since the users developed this capability at their own
rate, they began receiving the service at different times.

The production of the Automatic Magnetic Tapes (charted in appendix E)
then proceeded as follows each TAD cycle:

1. The user profile tape was validated against the Master Users
Address and Contract File to insure that the user codes, contract numbers
and facili+-y clearances were current and that the selected COSATI subject
categories (Fields/Groups) were compatible with the recorded Field of
Interest Registers (FOIRs). (User interest profiles were identified by
a unique search control number assigned by DDC.)

2. A search was performed against the searchable items from
the latest TAB cycle's accessions for each validated interest profile.
The accession number was output for those items with a "matching"
COSATI subject category.

3. The selected new accession numbers were sequenced in descending
order and matched against the citations within the TAB cycle.

4. The selected citations were then sequenced by search control
number to collect all "matches" by user code.

5. The sequenced citations were formatted and sensitive fields
suppressed to create an unclassified file. The data was then recorded
on the user's supplied tape.

6. The citations selected for each user (in AD sequence) were
then recorded on a tape supplied by that user.

7. The recorded tape was then labeled and shipped directly to
the user library.

Upon rerceipt of the Automatic Magnetic Tape the user library ran the
interest profiles of their personnel against the tape and compiled SDI
bulletins. In this way, their scientists and engineers received selected
announce-eonts and did not have to circulate and scan the TAB.
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B. Au-tmtic Document Distribution

Like the GAB and AMM service the ADD service was somthing
completely new to 11)0 and a complete s"stem for providing it had to be
developed. 7b facilitate the development of the system and the coordinated
use of these services, the ADD system was designed, insofar as possible,
along the lines of DDC's other selective documetation service systems.

Once the test participants' ADD-service profiles (listings off
all of the COSA71 subject categories from which the users wanted the
majority of documents announced) had been established,, the following
processes (charted in appendix G) were repeated each TAB cycle:

1. AD numbers of potential interest to the users were selected
by running their interest profiles agat a random-access file con-
taining all of the searchable item (including the COSATI subject category
aosigruents) from the new accessions.

2. The AD numbers selected for each user were then validated
against that user'sa facility clearance and registered contracts.* Those
selections failing to meet this "need-to-cnow" validation were then
dropped, while those passing it were written on a tape which listed, for
each now accession, the user codes of all users for whom. it had been
selected and validated. This step is actually the same process used
in DDC' request processing system.

3.* This tape of validated selections was then used to prepare
the microfiche production list (a licting of the AD nvzdbers and the
number of microfiche copies of each required) and report shipment notices.

4. The contents of this tape were then sorted into user sequence
and used to prepare the microfiche distribution list, a listing of the
user codes and all of the validated AD numbers selected for each of them.

5. The numbers of microfiche copies specified by the production
list were then reproduced and sorted into individual user shipmuents
according to the distribution listing.

6. The control forms necessary for each shipment were then
* prepared and the microfiche shipped to the participating users.

7. As soon as the microfiche had been shipped,, the report
shipmlent noticee were completed, dated, and used to update the mastor
file of reports usage history (the file from which moct of the data
necessary for a statistical analysis of the program would be taken).

Using the system just described, the test participants were provided
with full-text copies of moat of the reports they needed withl 1-2
weeks after the publication of the TAB,. Most user libraries, .On
receipt of their mick'ofiche shipmnents, filed them by AD number and filled
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their users' requests from them when possible. Several different
methods were employed by user libraries in filling these requests: some
asked per.sonnel ro come to the library and read the file copy, making
prints of the pages needed; some lint the file copy; some made a duplicate
microfiche; some blew back a hard copy; some let the requester use the
file copy and ordered another one from DDC; and many used several of
these approaches.

C. Evaluation Mechanisms

Sever Al different media were provided to the users for use in
relaying feedback to DDC and evaluating the ASP test. After the users
had established their initial profiles, each of them was sent a conflirma-
tion sheet for verification of their service parameters and profile(s).
These sheets were checked, corrected, or adjusted by the users and returned
to DDC.

A user feedback sheet was developed and a copy was sent along with
each shipment of ASP products. These sheets, to be completed by the
user and returned to DDC, provided a ready means for making profile
adjustments or noting any problems connected with the use of the ASP
products. The information from these sheets--date of receipt, conditions
of shipments, changes in profiles, and suggestions for improvements
facilitated early evaluation if the services.

This feedback capability was even more important to the conduct of
the test than to its evaluation as it permitted DDC to initiate corrective
actions where necessary. Since the participants' inexperience in these
new programs made it difficult for them to predetermine their requirements,
changes in profiles and services were permitted throughout the test. This
resulted in an ever-changing operational environment at DDC-2,048 profile
changes had been made by the time the first six TAB cycles of the test
had been completed--but it helped to improve the effectiveness of the
test program and make possible a more realistic evaluation.

Statistics on production, volumes, response times, and service costs
were compiled by DDC throughout the test, while test participants were
asked to compile statistics on usage rates, internal distribution times,
and service costs.

A test evaluation form was drafted early in the test and distributed
to each of the participants for comments and suggestions for revisioa.
The final evaluation form, incorporating some of the users suggestions,
was then distributed so that the users cou!l complete it by the end of
the test.

In ad I tion to these written evaluations a summary workshop
to be held after completion of the test was planned. The open discussions
pos3ible at such a workshop would provide additional subjective information
which would be incorporated in the analysis of the experimental program.
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VI. PRELMINARY TEST EVALUATION

A. User Feedback

The first bits of information upon which any evaluation of the test
services could be based earns from the user feedback during the test.

Many ~of the feedback sheets, of course, requested profile changes,
but some of them commented on the services. In order of frequency, the

* following were the most frequent types of cozments:

1. Concerning the Automatic Bibliographies:

a. "Several of the faculty members who received Group Bibliographies
(GABs) rather than bibliographies based on descriptors would prefer the
narrower-based descriptor listings (Automatic Bibliographies )."

b. In Automatic Bibliography Ninmber -"subject is of secondary
interest in too many reports."

2. Regarding the GABs:

a. Printing quvlity wa3 poor.

b. "(GABs) __ and ___were omitted from our shipment."

c. Issue GABs were received late.

3. The only comments received on AMTD were those concerned with

shipment delays.___
4. Pertaining to ADD service:

a. Received Issue __microfiche two weeks late.

b. Too many microfiche for our library to handle.

c. Classified document receipt improperly filled out or missing.

d. Conmients on quality ranged from "poor" through "adequate"
to "excellent."

e: M ssir"' AD Nwmbers - * -. and__ 1

Although most of these comments, as mentioned before, were important
to the conduct of the test and helped to identify specific problem areas
and potential product improvements, they provided very little upon which
to base even a preliminary evaluation of the feasibility of the overall
concepts or servicE.3 being tested. In this regard the statistics compiled
by DDO, and in a few cases the test participants, were much more valuable.
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B. User Evaluation

Of the 40 users participating in the test, 35 returned completed
test evaluation forms to DDC. These completed Lorms were used as the
primary basis for determining the users, analyses (see appendix H).
The major results of the users' analyses are simwarized briefly below:

General

a. Autoatiu services were preferable to demand service.

b. The length of time allotted prior to test implementation was
inadequate for local user orientation or acquisition of microfiche equipment.

c. The three-month test was too short for users to make a
comprehensive evaluation. (Several users, for example, were able to
implement the program with only a small segment of their organization and
were therefore unable to project the impact of such a program on their
organization. ;

d. rLe vast majority of users requested. continuation of the
test servie-s.

Automatic Bibliographies

a. Three users (with a total of 16 Automatic Bibliography profiles)
received this service during the test, and each used them as an adjunct
to the GAB service.

b. Only one of the 16 Automatic Mibliography profiles required
a major change during the test period.

Group Announcement Bulletins

a. Use of the COSA1I subject categories for profiling proved
adequate for two thirds of the users.

b. GABs were generally available to individual users two days
after receipt by their library.

c. The user's handling costs were generally higher for GABs
than for TABs.

d. GABs were, on the whole, acceptable as an announcement medium,
but not as a reference tool.

e. TABs were preferred to GABs, overall.

Automatic Magnetic Tapes

Because of the aforementioned delay in implementation of this
test service none of the users receiving it had had sufficient experience
with it to evaluate it.
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Automatic Documents

a. Use of OOSATI subject category profiles for document selection
was deemed adequate by about two thirds of the test participants.

b. For the large number of test users receiving both GAB and
ADD service, the time span between the receipt of their GABs and the
corresponding full-text documents (on microfiche) varied from 1-29
calendar days (see figure 9). (This factor unfavorably infltenced the
overall user reaction.)

c. The average time required to satisfy local users' requests
for full-text copies aversged two calendar days under the automatic
services program as opposed to ten calendar days under the conventional
demand request processing.

d. The reaction to microfiche in lieu of hard copy was marginally
favorable, although hard copy was still preferred by the scientists and
engineers.

The test participants' responses via the user feedback sheets and
evaluation forms, and their comments during a statry workshop held at
DDC upon the completion of the ASP test, clearly indicated a general
acceptance of the concept of automatic services.

C. Summary Evaluation

The evaluation of the test was based on two major considerations:
(a) validating the feasibility of the concept, and (b) determining the
economic and operational considerations involved.

Feasibility Validation

I, Selective Announcement Services

Based on the test results, the COSATI Subject Categories appeared
from a user's point of view to provide a sound basis for profile structuring.
Since all DDC users are accustomed to this categorization scheme, they
could translate their requirements into those terms with little assistance
from DDC. In use, profiles of COSATI Subject Categories seemed to offer
a more definitive mechanism than TAB for local distribution, without the
loss of peripheral vision which might be experienced with descriptor
based profiles.

a." Automatic Bibliograhies

During the test only three users received these products,
and each of them also received GABc. Those three participants used the
bibliographies primarily to accommodate specific needs of small groups of
users within their organizations.
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Figure 9
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All three users found the Automatic Bibliographies highly acceptable
largely for two reasons:

1. They provided users with more personalized and more
specific products than the TAB or the GAB possibly could.

2. They required very little effort on the part of the
user's local library, as the profiles required no modification subsequent
to their initial minor adjustment and they could be routed directly to
the end users.

But, these same two factors, which made the bibliographies so highly
acceptable to the users, made them infeasible to DDC. The cost of
producing and distributing such highly customized announcement bulletins,
in the numbers which would be required for operational service, would be
prohibitive. lwthermore, since most of the production cost was in
computer time, it was a critical cost with little prospect for reduction.

b. Group Anouncement Bulletins

The analyses of the feasibility of this product as a
replacement for TAB revealed that DDC's TAB serves in two important
capacitits: (1) as an announcement medium, and (2) as a central
reference tool. Therefore, for GAB service to replace the TAB
it must perform effectively in both capacities.

Test findings indicated that while GAB service was more timely and
effective than TAB for local announcement to scientists and engineers,
it did not perform as well as TAB as a central reference tool.

c. Automatic Magnetic Tapes

This test service was initiated by providing interested
users with experimental tapes. Differences in ADP equipment and lack
of standards for tape distribution-required experimentation by each
organization's ADP specialists with the data provided by DDC to make
it compatible with their ADP equipment and their own applications
programs. As a result, by the time the test participants began receiving
selective announcements via magnetic tape on a recurring basis, the
test was dralng to a close.

This service concept is apparently feasible, but still requires
testing and evaluation.

2. Automatic Document Distribution

A comparison of the demand request history with the ASP microfiche
profile (figure 10) revealed that of the 34 test participants who received
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microfiche during the stud~y the profiles for 16 were more extensive under
ADD) than regular service pro vided under the Field-of-Interest Register.
If th!s trend were valid for the total DDC user porflation, considerations
of both relevancy and economics would reqa ire that a more definitive
profile base be established. This subject is discussed further in the
next section on Ecomcinc and Operational. Considerations.

A mjor consideration in evaluating the feasibility of automaitic
dissemination of microfiche was user acceptance. Although there was
not an overwhelming acceptance of microfiche in lieu of hard copy, half
of the users who preferred hard copy gave as their reason the lack of
sufficient microfiche viewing equipmet. (Six of the .12 users who were
not in favor of microfiche had an average of one reader for every 400-6C)O
users; the 15 users favoring microfiche had an average of one reader for
every 106 users.)

On~e of the ifu cngfactors an the availability of equipwat wan
the fact that many usert were not familiar with the microfiche reader/
reader- inter equipent available on the ccusrcial market. Cos made
an attempt to supply such information before and during the test. Even
so, users experienced difficulty in obtaining equipuent in time to use
it dmIng the test.

User aceptance was also affected by the late delivery of microfiche
in e parison with delivery of GABs so they were nable to test the
expected advantage of having full text locally available to the scientists
and engineers at the sam time that they were notified of a documt's
existence. Once the microfiche were received, however, they were
distributed locally within approximately two caltendxar days.

Other factors bearing sigificantly on the feasibility of automatic
distribution of microfiche are: (a) the difficulties in handlienw
classified microfiche, (b) the form of microfiche (positive or negative)
provided, and (c) the impact of charges for hard copy docments.
These factors had not been tested to determine their overall effect on
this program.

Economic ad Operational Considerations

1. Selective Announce ent Services

DDC operational considerations includled the necessity for revisons
to the computer programs used in processing input data for the selection
of citations to appear in each 3ubject group. Printing, distribution,
and handling costs were the other factors to be determined after refineents
were made to the G iBs. Successful completion of the processes tested would
be required before true costs could be determined.
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Unless the printing, distribution, and handling coats could be reduced
significantly from what they ,ere during the test, the GAB service would
have to be rated as economically impractical.

2. Automatic- Document Distribution

During the test period, 170,000 microfiche (for distribution to
34 test participants) were produced on contract at a cost of $.09 per
sheet. These production costs could not be extrapolated to the total
DDC user population, however, until the number of DDC users desiring
the service was determined.

Another factor in the determination of costs for microfiche production
was the user profile. As indicated in the User Feedback portion of
this report, there were significant changes to the user profiles. Test
experience indicated that the scope of subject profiles upon which
microfiche distribution was based lay between: (1) the scope of the
user's authorized need-to-know, and (2) the scope of report demand
experience (compare figures 10 and 11). Additional information would
be needed to establish a firm planning factor.

In addition, implementation of the user charge program could spur
more us- 7 organizations to acquire microfiche reader/reader-printer
equipment.

All of the above variables needed to be established for the test
participants as a basis for planning and proceeding with an operational
expansion of automatic microfiche service to other users.

In an attempt to determine if a significant decrease in DDC demand
services would result from ADD service, the test participants, demand
requests for the three-month period prior to the test were compared to
their demand requests during the three-month test. The results of the
comparison were inconclusive, however, for some of the same reasons
indicated above. In addition, many users indicated that they would need
to develop a microfiche collection covering a larger and longer span
of newly issued reports before a significant reduction in demand services
could be acnieved. While an analysis of demand requests indicates that
better than 75 percent of the technical reports requested from DDC are
less than three years old, it would still have been highly speculative
to estimate the cost impacts of automatic distribution in the then-
prevailing environment of free DDC distribution, and even more uncertain
with regard to the situation which would prevail after user charges
were initiated.

To summarize, while no hard conclusions could be reached regarding
the economic and operational aspects of automatic services, the feasibility
and user acceptance of the concept were ,ufficiently proven to justify
the design and conduct of an operational test.
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i"nere" VII. YMFSICH

After the ASP test had been concluded, DDC began wodifying the
automatic servicos, where test experience or economics dictated, andI began designing a new operational test to determine the economic
feasibility of each of the automatic services. (Durin this redesign
phase the ASP test participants continued to receive the automatic
services.)

A. Product Mrxdifications

Selective AnnouncgMent Services

Since the cost of providing the Automatic Bibliographies had already
been determined to be prohibitive, and since they were no longer aseded
as a control factor for profiling techniques, they were discontinued.
(Those test participants who wished to continue receiving service of
this type were added to DDC's limited Current Awareness Bibliography
program.)

The GAB service was continued in essentially the same form, although
slight changes in the processing flow and the appearance of the GABs
were made.

The AXIM service was changed significantly, however. Instead of
selecting and recording on a user's mrnaetic tape only those announcements
assigned to COSATI Subject Categories within that. user's preestablished
profile, DDC prepared a single master tape containing all of the
announcements to appear in the corresponding TOB Issuc (in AD Number
sequence). A copy of this entire tape was then made for each user
receiving the service. This single change eliminated most of the techni-
cal and economic problems which had previously caused concern over this
service. At the same time it enabled DDC to provide a slightly more
effective service with much more efficiency.

Automatic Document Distribution

Several changes were made in the ADD service, the most important
one being the switch from COSATI Subject Category profiles to search-term
profiles as the basis for selecting documets of potential interest to
each user. This switch was prompted by several factors uncovered during
the preliminary test) but all of them related to the need for a more
precise mechanism of document need prediction and the concomitant
production economy which it would make possible.

The other major-change to the ADD service was the switch from
contractor production to in-house production of the required microfiche.
Such factors as production control, reproduction work loads and costs, and
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quality control entered into this decision, but the decisive factor was
the need to increase the timeliness of the service and along with that
the effectiveness of the GAB service as well as the ADD servi-e for the
large number of test participants receiving both.

There were other changes to the processing procedures connected with
the ADD service ouch as changes in work Mow and "need-to-nowl' valida-
tion, but they wer ' relatively minor and, from the user's viewpoint,
had no effect on the se -,.

B. Test Redesisn

With the exception of the few changes in work flow and processing
already &vntioned in connection with product modifications, the production
processing and test conduct were little changed from the preliminary
test.

The designation, Automatic Services and Products, was dropped and the
program refrmed Selective Docuwentaticn Services, but most of the other
changes were in the scope and control of the test and the methods of
evaluation. Because the test services to the original test community
were continuod without interruption following the prelimLnary test,
and because the changes required in preparation for the extended test
were put into effect as they were ready, most test participants were
unaware of the extended test.

Unlike the preliminary test, the Selective Documentation Services
test spanned a full year. Some of the original teat pFrticipants withdrew
from the test, but a relatively balanced test co=anity was maintained
by the addition of other users. The resulting test community is presented
in appendix I.

DDC establ.shed control curves J or the various documentation service
costs against which the test aervices costs could be compared throughout
the test. An evaluation form keyed to the revalidation of user acceptability
of test services and the comparative user costs and benefits of automatic
vs. demand services was prepared and sent to the users late in the test.
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VII. TEST, ANLbS aS AND cC0CLIUSIj(S

The Selective Documentation Services test and the ensuing analyses
were directed townrd determining the feasibility of each of the automatic
awices by: (a) valVating their acceptability to users, '(b) ascertain-
ing their production and disnemination costs, and (c) determining, when
appropriate, t.h requirements for economically providing these services
to DDCts users.

A. Selective 16unouncement Services

GrouD Announcement Bulletins

The validation of user acceptability of the GAB service was based
primarily on the test participants' responses to questionnaires. A copy
of the questionnaire, on which the responses of the 31 participants
submittirg them have been sunmarized, is reproduced in appendix J. The
responses to individual questions on the form were inconclusive at best.
The following selected items demonstrate the divergence of opinions:

1. Of the 31 participants responding, ten experienced problems
with packaging,, shipment, or receipt of GABs.

2. While 58 percent of the participants maintained a central file
of GABs, they generally found it far less satisfactory than TAB for
central reference use.

. When asked to rank GAB, CAST (see figure 12), TAB. and USGR (a
journal of U.S. Government Research and Development Repoits) as to which best
fulfilled their current awareness requirements, ten participants :.anked TAB
first, eight ranked GAB first, five ranked CAST first, and three ranked USGRDR
first. The average of all the rankings resulted in nearly the same sequence
(1. TAB 2. GAB 3. USGRDR 4. CAST) indicating that, even for current aware-
ness purposes, TAB served their needs better than GAB.

4. The most definite response came to the question: "Is TAB
still needed?" All 31 respondents indicated it was.

5. If GAB were put on a subscription basis similar to CAST, 16
organizations said they would subscribe (although some qualified their
response with comments to the effect that they would subscribe only if
TAB were discontinued), but U1 organizations would not subscribe under
any circumstances.

6. Sixteen respondents preferred the present GAB format, while U1
preferred the CAST format.
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A more general and somewhat more conclusive evaluation of the GAB
service ran be ascertained from a gross analysis of user participation.
Of the 48 users who participated in either the ASP test or the SS test
or both: 11 withdrew because for one reason or another the additional
benefits they derived from the service did not offset their handlin
costs; six did not appreciate the service enough to complete and submit
evaluation forms; and 1 of the 31 who completed and submitted evaluation
forne responded negatively to all the key questions on them. Thus, the
service seemed to have proven unsatisfactory for 58 percent of the users
who received it.

DDC's costs of producing and disseminating the GABs leveled off at
about $°i0 per TAB copy during the test. But since the number of GAB
copies required by the test group leveled off at approximately 25,000
per TAB cycle, the cost of providing GAB service to the test group has
averaged $2,500 a TAB cycle.

As can be seen from the curves in figure 13, there has been no decrease
in either the TAB service or the demand bibliography service provided to
the test group. In fact, their TAB service volume remained about the
same throug out the test while that of the rest of DDC's user coimmwty
declined, and their demand bibliography request rate increased faster
than that of other DDC users.

The very fact that the vser evaluations showed a widely divided
response to the GAB service led to the general conclusion that in selective
announcement services, as well as other information services, no single
product can completely satisfy the requirements of all users. More
speciflcally, the analyses of the test results led directly to the
following conclusions:

I. The continued insistence of the overwhelming majority of
test perticipants that TAB is still necessary indicates that GAB is
not an adequate replacement for TAB. Instead, it provided a supplementary
current-awareness service of value to a significant, but limited. portion
of DDC's user community.

2. The test participants, in general, could not readily integrate
the GAB service into their information services programs. Because of
the pro.ific number of similar current-awareness services available
from various sources, their integration into a viable local information
services program is one of the biggest problems currently facing user
organizations.

3. DDC's costs of providing GAB sex-rice, plus the added handling
and distribution costs incurred by the user organizations, are not balanced,

in most cases, by the additional benefits derived from their use.
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GROUP ANNOUNCEMENT BULLETINS Figure 13
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Autmatic Magetic TApes

The validation of user acceptability of the AMDT! ser-d '.e was based,
once again, upon the tost participents' responses to questionnaires. Of
22 participmnts queried, only 15 responded, thereby limiting the analysis
of the service's use. A copy of the questionnaire,. on which the responses
of the 15 participants submitting them have been, summaized, is reproduced
in appendix K. 7be following selected item demonstrate acceptability
of the AMD! service:

1. Eight organizations used the DDC service as a production
interface to their local informittion programs. An average of 1,100 users
were provided further information by each of these local automated
information systems, representing a total of approximately 9,000
individual users who had access to the announcmnt media provided
through the AMDV service. (Thirteen respondeats agreed, however, that

the AIM'! service would not eliminate the need for DDC Is published TAB.)
2. If the AXED service were put on a subscription basis, six

organizations indicated they would subscribe; however, four additional
organizations indicated they would subscribe if the service was customized.

3. Eight organizations indicated that having TAB citations in
a machinable form was the most vignificant factor in their decision to
use DDC tapes.

4. Em organizations reported that the COGt of processing
AM']) tapes was outweighed by the increased service to the scientist" and
engineers and by the man-hours saved as a result of local selective
documwit announcement publications su~ch as TAB and USGRDR.

5. Gtnerally, actual cost figtures were not rovided, ibut one
organization did report a cost savings ($1,000 per ML'B cycle) tiroughi
elimination of a biweekly input keypunch and conversion effort.

A general evaluation resulted in the conclusion that th~t DDC AMrI
service would b#e valuable to those organizatio~is operating information
system on large-scae computers. An immediate cost saving will1 be
realized where DDC-supplied magnetic tapes are used to re.place present
input keystroking of TAB data. The service would be of little value
to an organizatZor with a limited programming staff or one that services
a small ni.nber of researchers, however, since the costs of programming
and procosaing -would be prohibitive.

DDCts coats for production and dissemination of AMTD will vary in
relation to the nuanber of ser-vice users. FiLgure 14 is representative
of actual cost figures developed to support the establishment
of an annual subscription fee. Figure 15 graphicall1y depicts AM
costs trends. The cost of providing both recurring service and test
tapes averaged approximately $40 per user.
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The curves in -figure 16 reflect the decrease in bibliographic service
of the test participants. It is assumad that the time delay to decrease
was because of the time required for programming and experimentation on
the part of the users prior to cperational implenintation.

The analysis of the test results led to the follo-ing conclusions.

1. The two years' experience promoted effective technical
commmications, particularly with large DDC users.

2. Recurring tape service to qualified organizations in support
of local technical and management information systems is economically
feasible.

B. Automatic Document Distribution

A general appraisal of the user acceptability of ADD service
was easy to come by. Judgi:ng from the number of requests DDC received
for this unpblicized test service, test participants must have found it
to be worth passing the word about.

A more reliable and more detailed evaluation of the acceptability of
ADD service to users was obtained from evaluation forms completed by all
test participants. A sample of the evaluation form, with the responses
sumarized on it, is presented in appendix. T. Some of the most significant
findigs were:

1. Forty percent of the participants reported that they still
order ,nclassified/limited and classified reports because their demand
is not being completely satisfied by the ADD service.

2. In fifty percent of the responses, the demand-request rate
for microfiche is the same as it was prior to the establishment of
antomatic services.

3, Fifty-seven percent cf the requests that are processed by the
participants' librAries for local Scientific and Technical Information
(STINFO) users are filled i.-house as a result of the ADD program.
Forty-three percent of the requests from these users are forwarded to
DDC. (Tds latter figure is so high because all unclassified/unlimited
reports must be requested as they are nut included in the ADD program.)

4. Participants reported an average of 15., individual STINFO
users to each microfiche triewing un-it, , considerably better ratio than
that founta during the preliminary test (and 9 users have additional
equipment on order).

5. Unfavorble i-eactions to the use of microfi-h,3 inclyed
lack of reader portability, eye,trsin, irability to refer s'4multaneously
to v3xicus sections of a report, and poor quality microfiche copies.
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A detailed analysis of DDC' s costs of providing ADD service was
undertaken for the purposes of: (a) comparing the costs of providing
ADD service (supplemented with demand service) with the costs of providing
demand service alone, and (b) determining the portion of DDC's user
population to which ADD service could be economically extended.

The basic approach to this analysis was quite simple: the costs of
supplying the ADD test group with documents through demand service alone
(during calendar year 1967) were determined and compared with the costs
of supplying them with documents through ADD service, supplemented with
demand service as needed (during calendar years 1968 and 1969).

Irocedures necessar-y to apply the proper controls for this approach
were a bit more involved.

a. Unit cost figures, which had to be calculated from a work
function cost basis, were found to be $1.32 per report copy for demand
service and $0.36 per report copy for ADD service. This difference in
unit cost figures results largely from two factors: (1) the wholesale
processing possible with ADD as opposed to the individual item processing
necessary with demand service, and (2) the exclusion of expensive hard
copy reproduction processing from ADD service, while it uonstitutes
20-30 percent of demand service.

b. The sizable volume of documents not presently included in
the ADD service (unclassified/unlimited reports, and reports containing
restricted data) had to also be excluded from the demand-service-volume
profile of the total DDC user population (the control group).
The resulting curve appears in the upper portion of figure 17.

c. The demand volume and corresponding total document service
cost profiles of the total test group and three subsets of it (figures
17, 18, 19, and 20) were adjusted to reflect the changes in the demand-
volume profile of the control group over the same time period.

d. All of the volume and cost profiles were smoothed in order to:
(a) eliminate the highly erratic profile shifts caused by the wide
variance in the numbers of document announcements per TAkcycle, and
(b) facilitate visual comparison.

A glance at the volume profiles shows that, for the total test group
and all three of its major subsets, conversion to' term profiles reduced
the ADD service volumes significantly, much more than enough to offset
the concomitant increase in demand-service volumes.

Study of the cost profiles in the same figures presents an even
more revealing picture. 'Te cost profile in figure 17 indicates that
conversion to term profiles reduced the total document service cost for
the average user of the test group to the pretest level. The same cost
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//

curves for the three major subsets of the test group (figures 18, 19,
and 20), howver, clearly show that the favorable cost profile for the
total tst group (figure 17) is attributable solely to the reduction in
the large users' total docent service costs, as the costs of providing
document services to both the medium and aml user subsets, while down

. from the ,preconverion cost levels, remained much higher than the pretest
levels.

The chart in figure 21 suniarizes the information contained infiures 19, 19., an 20. From this char the annua cost increase or

i decrease for each of the three major subsets of users can be read
out by comparing the pair of vertical cost lines for each user subset.

By plotting the annual document request rates versus the annual
document service cost savings (and losses) for the total test group, the
three major subsets of it, and eight minor subsets of it, a curve of the
cost savings through ADD (fgure 22) was constructed. Although this
curve sumarizes the results of the cost analysis quite well, the

annual document request rates used In its construction include only
documents eligible for ADD (only classified reports and unclassified
reports bearing limitations 1 and 2), and hence it ca ot be used for
project ing the results to an expanded test group.

To enable projection of the test results to an expanded test group
the curve in figure 23 was constructed in a similar manner, but this
time the total annual document request rates (for all AD documents) for
each of the eight mincr test group subsets were used while the cost
savings or losses remained the same as on the previous chart (since ADD
will have no effect on the cost of supplying the additional documents).
From this curve it can be seen that DDC can probably save money by
offering ADD sevice to any user requesting 5,00 or more documents per

In summary, ADD service would enable DDC user libraries to be more
responsive to their local user comtiu.ties, increasing numbers of which
are finding microfiche acceptable. The lower unit cost of ADD ser-vice,
combined with the resulting reduction in demand service, would seem to
make it economically feasible, at least for large, high-volume users.

i
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II. SOMMANhD FITUM PLANS

For claity#s sake each of the test services in the SD program has
been repoted on separately throughout this report. Unfortunately, this
treatment my have created the impression that each of the services was
tested: and evaluated indepondently. Although this would have been
possible, it was not the case. Even though each service could stand orI.fall on -its merits without severely affecting an.y of the others, they

were conceived, planned, tested, and evaluated as complementary parts of

an overall program.

While the Selective Documentation Services are once again treated
sepratel; in this final section, their interrelationships have been
taken into account in the formulation of the following plans.

A. Seleztive Announcement Services

Generally speaking the Selective Announcement Services were
found to be less desirable, less effective, and leos economical than
Automatic Document Distribution, but there was a wide variance among
the three different announcement services.

Automatic Bibliography Service

While this service was highly effective for those few users who
received it, the results of the preliminary test convinced DDC that,
within the present state of the art, such highly customized announcement
services cannot be economically provided on a "wholesale" basis. For
the present at least such services must remain within the domains of
local libraries and information centers.

The Automatic Bibliography Service proved so costly to DDC and the
potential demand for it uas so limited that it was discontinued after the
preliminary test. One of the aspects of the service that contributed

Aheavily to its effectiveness (the use of search term profiles for item
selection) was retained and further tested, however, in the redesigned
Automatic Document Distribution Service.

Group Arnouncement Bulletin Service

The experience with the GABs was the most disheartening &spect
of the entire SDS test. The dissatisfaction of many test participants
-Was not as disconcerting as the fact that, on the whole, they reported
little in the way of additional benefits from this rather costly service.

Faced with these results and the increasing emphasis on economy within
j DoD, V)C had no choice other than to discontinue the service. Thus,

the GAB service was discontinued in mid-1970, amidst concerned criticism
from those few test participants who had enthusiastically and effectively
eciployed the servie.
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Automatic Magnetic Tape Dissemination Service

Of the three Selective Announcement Services tested, the AMTD
service, even with an extremely limited conunnity of prospective users,
demonstrated the greatest potential as an operational service. The
service could be economically provided by DDC, yet could be a very
effectlve and very valuable service for those organizations operating
large-scale internal information systems.

Based on the results of the test and analyses of production costs,
DDC is now offering the AMTD service on a subscription basis. The
subscription fee is currently set at $1,000 per year, but will be subject
to annual revision as more users subscribe enabling reductions in unit
costs.

Each TAB cycle, shortly before the publication of the TAB, sub-
scribers to the AMTD service are provided with a Confidential magnetic
tape containing citations to all of the latest DDC accessions.
This includes not only the AD reports announced in the corresponding
TAB, but also those announced in the associated USGRDR. As all of the
AMTD tapes are-like TAB-Confidential, subscribers are responsible for
maintaining their security in accordance with existing regulations. Thus,
they must update accumlatd data stores as indicated in issues of "Notice
to Holders of TAB", and TAB sections entitled, "Notification of Changes in 'I
Classification, Distribution, and Availability.,,

The United States of America Standards Institute (USASI) Standard
(Z39.2-1968) entitled, "A Format for Bibliographic Information Interchange
on Magnetic Tape" has been adopted for the AMTD service to ensure
compatibility with eidsting information systems. The AMTD tapes are
thus provided in an IH-compatible format on 9-track tape (odd-parity)
recorded at a density of 800 characters per inch (cpi), with a nonreturn-
to-zero indicator. They are also available, however, on 7-track tape with
a density of either 556 or 800 cpi. Regardless of which tape configuration
a subscriber chooses, the data blocks will be 2,046 characters in length.

At the present time subscribers are supplying their own blank tapes,
which are recycled. Beginning in January 1971, however, the AMTD tapes
will be nonreturnable "mini-reels" in 400-foot or 600-foot lengths.

Any registered DDC user-.organization which regularly receives TAB
and has a computer facility clearance of Confidential or higher may
subscribe to the AMTD service. DDC recommends, though, that before
subscribing to the regular service, the user request an initial test
tape package from DDC. This package, assembled for the express purpose
of facilitating the user s developnent of an information system using the
AMTD tapes, is available to potential subscribers at cost ($45).
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To providb further assistance to potenftial AM subscribers, DDC
plans to mke available, early in calendar year 1972., a computer program
(in COBOL).for an DI system based on the AMTD service.

Vitui th,.iklopiehntati,.n of the AMiD service DDO has acquired the
capabil4tv .of offer~ng selective announcement services to large uN
organizationi, but the fr.ilure of the GAB servioe still leaves us,
vdthout, the- capaility ok providing a comparable service to our many
medi=m-slzed users. We have not yet gLven up, though. Through our
Selective Arnmcement Services project we are still hoping to developan announcesient 3erice capable of filling this gap.

B. L ajocuent Distribution

Like AMD service ADD service has proven effective, BU'a, uulike
AITD service it seems to bs effective for medium-sized users as wel as
large ones-' This creates an economic problem in that, at least for
the presen , only high-vol e users can be provided with ADD service without
increasi! the cost of servicing them.

Recalling, the upper portions of the curves in figures 22 ard 23, the
larger the user (i.a. the greater his document requirements), the more
economical the ADD service was. This result cculd have bemr, postulated
strictly on the basis of probability for the larger the number of reports
one atteqnts to select from a finite se the higher+ his selection
accuracy should become. Thus, by t he ver* nature of the situation the
document reTzirements of larger users" '0.11 always be more predictable and
hence more economical to fulfill,

DDC could, even now, offer ADD service -to all users on a subscription
basis, as is being dons with AMeD service. Or DDC could economicall-
provide ADD service to any user, so long as tkat user's ADD and resdinual
demand voltis did not exceed the vbl%.ieei which would satisy the fbliowing
equation:

PRE-ADD UNIT COST UNIT COST RESIDUAL UNIT CosTDRUM X, OF EMD ADD X OF ADD + DEMAND X OP DENANb

Either of these two approaches could be pursued at the present time
using preseft report selection methods, but regardless of whether users

were paying. for the reports received or were limited in the numbers of
reports they could receive, they (particularly the mediu-sized users)
would undOubtedly press for more accurate prediction techniques. DD6
decidedj therefore, to extend the service, in mid 1970 to only that group
of uaere whose past document demand rate has been high enough to make- ADD
service economically feasible with present selection techniques. At the
sie time imittidirectional efforts to reduce the cost of the servicei
and thus permit further extension of it later, -are being pursued.
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One of these cost reduction attempts is directed toward the basic
need to improve the predictive accuracy of the search-term profiles.
The users to whom the service is currently being extended present a ready
test group for more definitive profiles. Prior to offering these users
ADD service, DC extracted from its request history files the AD numbers
of all of the reports each of these users had recently requested from
DDC. Afl of the descriptors assigned to the reports requested by each
user were then extracted and tabulated by frequency. After adjusting
the frequencies of descriptor occurrence for differences in user r~quest
volume, a significant occurrence figure was determined for each user.
AU2 of those descriptors with aa occurrence equal to or greater than
the significant occurrence figure for that particular user were then
compiled into a search-term profile. These profiles were then sent
along with the letters offering the service to each of those users.

The numbers and types of changes which the users make in the se
computer-compiled profiles., and even more important, comparison of
their ADD and demand service rates over the next several months with their
prior service rates should prove very interesting.

Another attempt at cost reduction will focus upon a simulated test of
expanding the document base of ADD service to include unclassified,
unlimited reports. This sibmulation should indicate that such an expansion
would produce additional cost savings, at least in the cases of those
users fallig in the upper portions of the curves in figures 22 and 23.
What the increased microfiche work loads would be and whether DDC
could handle them are xmre difficult to predict, however, and are the
real reasons why the simulation is required.
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Aoffinl- A

&WS GAB A14TD ADD

NO FAmG. No. AVdE.
NO'F 0 COIMW TOTAL !(0. OF TOTAL

ASP SER- NO. GROUP4( GROUP/ NO0./ NO.! .GROUPqg WO. /
VICE ODIZm NAM (IF OflGANV AflON CYTIZ CYCLE CYCLE CYCLE CY=l CYCLE CYCLE

35600 'U.S. Nval Missile Ct. 1 60 2 334 0 60 724
35601 U.S. Armky Cod Reg..Res. 0 15 9 135 0 0 0
3502 U.S. Naval Weaponis lab. 0 74 8 644 1 19 357
35603 U.S. AF Weapons lab. 0 171 33 0 70 787
35604 V.9. Naval Post-Grad Sch. 0 85 3 255 0 85 687
35605 U.S. AF aterials lab. 0 24 2 48 0 24 140
35606 U.S. Al' Off. of Res..Ana. 0 U1 1 U1 0 9 239
35607 U.S. Al' Cambridge Res.Iab 0 2D 3 59 0 .2D 234
35608 U.S. Army Picatinny Are. 0 18 38 6960 0 182 1036

-. I35609 U.S. AiiqOff.Chief of Em0 35 1 35 0 0 0*J35610) U.S. Naval Rea. Lab. 0 147 3 492 0 347 940
-j35611 do1iaba Univ. 0 3q 2 76 0 0 0
*35612 U.9. AF RmeAir Dev. Ctr 0 41 1 41 1 41 454

35633 U.S. Naval AirDev. Ctr. 0 3140 2 241 0 140 989
*35614 U.S. Naval Ship Res.&Dev. 0 77 6 446 0 77 744

35615 U.S. Naval Elec. Lab. 0 0 0 0 0 15 156
35616 U.S. Al' Sch. of Aero. Md. 0 77 2 176 0 61 474
35617 U.S.hAzW Edgewood Ars. 0 114 4 473 0 1-14 894
35618 U.S. AryNatick ab. 0 5 2 3D 0 0 0

569 U.S. AF Spec. AirWar Sch 0 30 5 150 0 30 115
3562) U.S., ArmW Ele. Cc=u. 0 107 10 1070 1 107 644
35623. U.S. Army Aberdeen Pray. 0 33 2 266 0 45 547
35622 McDcomefl Douglas 0 188 9 1719 0 166 573
35623 Abbotttlab. 0 13 3 39 0 43 136

* 5624 JobnmaHopldns 7 134 4 553 1 332 557
35625 HEE Singer, Inc. 0 152 20 3040 0 152 575
35626 Gbn. Dyriaics Corp. 0 101 4 383 1 101 530
35627 Sylvania Elec.Pro. Inc. 0 150 4 600 1 150 571
35628 J3[ Corp. 0 331 20 2620 0 331 329
35629 Io~theed Missiles 0 154 1 221 0 71 223
35630 Noiftth Axiew RcloeU 127 24 3045 0 127 562
35631 Douglas Aircraft 0 18 3 508 1 179 585
35632 3M Ccapany -0 185 15 2835 G 34 304
35633 U. of Rochester 8 36 2 54 0 0 18
35634 Battelle Maiior. Inst. 0 58 1 86 0 0 0
35635 MelparlInc. a 110 2 220 0 110 501
35636 Inckheed Nibs.&Sp. Co. 0 0 0 0 0 100 505
35637 Gruimbma Aircraft &kg. 0 148 1 148 0 148 579
35638 Dow Corning Corp. 0 153 4 61 1 153 421

*35639 Hughes Aircraft Co. 0 158 25 3950 0 158 579

16 3701 249 32482 8 3201 1.7709
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-35 Ippendix if

MC A*M~TYC SUVWAW A6~ PRUM

TEST EYATUXfj i~A=91Z

PART I - PAm!ICIPhlfI INOMATIOV

Each pa ±ipsnt i. requested to complete Part I and~ either or both

* Fart. II amMI depending on those producte received during the teat.
-7m The vaw should be covered with a cover sheet selected or. the basis of

the test ccls each participant has catered in ths evauation.

1. Oz'aniio Data

NAM OF ORGN1ATMU:-__________ _________

CIU*NIZMIOff UNIT AND SYMBOL: _________________

DATE PREPARK: __ ______BY:

* Namb and Title
TEU MU dVo. _ ______ASP JamIC Cam: _________

2. &Ariimnt I'a Eauingnt Alaai

a. During the test period bow *mmof the, following were utilized?

O-W~ Readers 0_-I Reader/ (6 Fiche-to-Fiche 0.3. Fichie-to-lHard
Reptodutarr Duplicator Copy Reprduction,

-b. Does Your teat experience indioate need for change in biUaber i&
typee bf equipment for full OPeratibtal ioplemientatiori of ASP Progrs*?

24 yes 311No

., a.,u.., (Check applicable block for each type, of equipmient)
Ina-ease Deemos. &o Chane

2k Readers

n1 Reader/Reproducer

23 Fiche to Fiche Duplicabbr

23 Fiche to Hard Copy Repftduction

us s,,.. 3 Xiffrution. -n Libra Services

a. DO YOU aintain a single loication for information service?

Is yes 17?No



Part I - Page

b. If no, how many subsidiary iniorwation service outlets do

you maintain? VOWie from -

c. How many of these outlets did you use in the ASP Test

Program? Varied from1-1

d. Hov many scientists, engineers, etc., comris your user

co~iiiity? Varled from 12-nl.467

e. How many of this user cozuamity were included in the Test?

Varied from 10-5000

4. Please check the applicable* kinds of major aCti~itI83 in Vbiii ciYour

organization is engaged.

27 Basic Advanced 26 Management & Support 17~
Research Development

27 Applied Engineering 24 Other _______ 2
Research Development

23 Exploratory Operational 17
DevelopmWt System Development

, ~1H-2



WC AIOm TIC SEICS AND PIWJCTS

TEST EVALUATION NARISIS

PAR I. - NICIOFICHE

n a,.i1. &vw is the original microfiche filed:

2? AD Number 1 Source Other Subiect File

I). Report Number 2 Internal Accession No. 1

2. Uitilization and Reproduction Statistics (related on4v to reports

received on microfiche under ASP)

No. of Ac~t.ns

a. Readina:

(1) Number of reports viewed UnallUMae
(Count each'-tie the same report
is req.ested)

(2) Number of users viewing these reports UnAnjuue
(Count each visit as an invididual
action)

b. Read/Prit:

(1) Number of reports from which selected

pages were ]p.eited Unay4lbl -

(2) Number of selected pages reproduced UnavaiJ.abUle

c.. Fiche-to-Fiche:

(1) Number of reports duplicated Una j

(2.) N=oer of copies of each duplicate
microfiche prepared Unavailable

" d. Hari Camp" EnUarement:

(1) N(mber of reports enlarged Unavailable

* (2) Number of copies of
reports reproduced Unavailable

H-3
"~ 0?72



Part n Pate2

e. Estimate the average time span* (in calendar days) to satisfy
local user needs by:

(1) Conventional request process Hard ~2 e~a

Microf icheO.' dayai 2

(2) Autoa tic Distribution 2.,f, A /avg ..

*(The time span should begin with the initiation of the request b7 the
user and end when he receives the document)

f. Manhours utilized for local information processing and maiterance

to service a request for report copy (base calculatione on two months

volume and experience):

(l) In present conventional request service from.DDC- _-

(include manhours for preparing and transmitting Form 1, maintaining

suspense records of orders, receiving and re-routing report copy from M)C,

follow-up action when required, etc.).

(2) In proposed automatic microfiche distribution service from

DDC ._._.._ . (include manhours for receiving,chbcking,

shelving microfiche, pulling request items for viewing or other action,

refiling, etc.)

g. How many requests were made to DDC for unclassified-limited and

classified reports announced during the test period for documents not

covered by your ASP Field/Gromp profile?

Microfiche Ayv 64.0 7 Replies

Hard Copy Avg 278.6 19 Replies

Total

3. Were microfiche duplicates made for additional files? 4 Yes 24No 1 Blank.

If yes, specify number and kind of additional files. _ _

H-4
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* I PArlI Po

SWhat was the reaction of WwU uaser oo=Amdty to microfiche 14
liesW % bprd copy?

15 Favorble 32 Unfavorable 2-Bladk
If unfavorable, please explain.

,oe al~ b. Did you eijerience any problems relative to the packaging,
* shipust, or receipt of the umicrofiche?

2LYes; .8 go I.-Blank
If yes, please e~plain:

sev.ues# c. Have you had any difficulties in flrg the microffiche or :in
mintaining the files?

3 Yes 25 Nb
If-yes, -lease explain:

$Iap.. d. Do you.ifeel that~ the equipment comercially available is adequate
to storing,, haddling, reading ol rsp7Qducing microfihhe?

14Ye3 15 No 2-Blank
It -no, please outline what other equipment 1.5 considered needed.,

S. P401.I q. Is your Pield/AGroup profile structure for microfiche adtscua4
fog' pur needs?

19 7er. 10 Ne
Itaplease indizate what changes you weould like maide.

'~.: 7i4



DDC AIFKEITIC SERVIC&M AND PJWDCTS

TEST EVALUATION ANALYSIS

PART III - GABS AND INDEXES

33 OIS8 1. DISTRIBUTION AND FILIK; YES NO
(Please check "Yes" or "NO" or note as applicable)

32 ft.911e0 a. Do you reproduce copies of the GABS? 7 26

72901808 b. If so, how many copies per issue of GABS? A

ss ateaa.o, c.* Do you distribute the individual GABS to the 2

users according to their Field/Group interests?6

32 X4081001 d.* Have you found it necessary to fragmnt a GAB 8 24
for distribution to your users?

3$ J10018041 ki. Do you keep one set of GABS filed centrally 25 7
for general use? 1 Blank

82RO110 f. Did you wait to distribute GABS until you 8 2
received the. ticht? 3 Blank~

29 X*180.1 g. On the average, how many days after you
receive it, is the announcement media avail-
able to your users? AVG 2. 0 day3

(FOR ADDITIONAL COOMBTS PIEASE USE THE SPACE PROIDED
AT THE END OF THIS SECTION)

2. UTILIZATION YES NO
(Please check "Yea" or "No" cr note as applicable

32 Revile., a. Do you copile your own reference liles of 10 16
the entries in your fields of interest? 6-BLN

32nvel b. Is your Field/Group profile structure for 21 9
GABS adequate for your needs? 2-BLANK

is ..a..s c . Does your trabject~ profile change more rften 3 29
than every 3 ktonths? 1-VARIES

33 00pos..t d. Do You find indexes useful? -. 1-BANK 25 7



yell

a. 4At the In&exs In tbeiv order of uueunsm
to you:

!pt.No. 6 - uj Cor.Auth.3 Contract 3

"uh 1 Rpt~res I1 ___ ___

12BafOO . Would you changa the format of the ind a? 7. 23
2-BIANK

g. List the ones you would change

* 53R~pUdI h ~.pthe rresent frequency of icmdrxg hu s33
suff lcietly usmal for you? (m -Rs revent ThE)

3s axu., 4* the 1ndc ims cumlateci freqtrntly enough far 2
Pau?

1 - Xf no? PIWO~ sugget what chwgs) you would like
to 6" MAIO

J Mat other ammouzitement toca would you find

"All

(Pleine IlUt



III
Part III Pagel

3. FORMAT OF GAB
(Please mark the appropriate block to indicate your preference in
format. If you haye no preference, please mark "NO PREFERENCE")

32 UPIl*
e  a. Is the present format acceptable 22 Yes 8 No 2 No Preference

(IF NOT, AND PREFERENCE IS NOT CIE IN OhE OF THE ITEMS
BELOW, PLEASE CCM1ET IN THE SPACE PROVIDED AT THE END
OF THIS SECTION) 6-BLANK

,1a. b. Bound o. Ipose-leaf ".... No Preference 7

2 a.p-.', c. Text arrangement:
Vertical _Q Hnrizontal(as is) 

No Preference 8 5 Blank

a a,."-..' d. Items spaced as at present _.& More Copact.7 No Preference 5

22 a' a" e. Which of the following bibliographic items would yog like to
see in the display first:

22 AD# A 1 Source .1

7 Title Blank 1

FIG assignments

32 AIa,.I f. Is the print size acceptable? 25 Yes 6 No 1 Blank

4. COSTS FOR HANDLIX GAB
s A.0-..i! (Please supply the best estimates available in appropriate block3)

a. Generally, would the costs to your organization increase or
decrease with the use of GAB (instead of TAB) to obtain R&D
information.

7-Avg 13 avg Blank
Decrease 2 Increase 4 Et. (%) A

b. Please coMpare your average manhours expended for using GAB and
TAB, on the basis of one issue (shipment) of GAB and one issue
of TAB (with th3 average normal number of copies you receive).

TAB GAB

1. Receipt of mail and preparation for routing:
Profezsional pOr -l (hra)

Clerical persomel (hrs)

H-S -'



PartliM PageA

TAB GAB

2. Re-routiog because of too few copies
Profeeuoaial personnel (bra)--

Clerical personne] (bra)--

3. Reproduction because of too few copies
4 Professional personnel (bra)

Clerical personnel (bra)

Supplies ($n dollars)

4. Maintaining up-to-date routing lists
Professional personnel (bra)--

Clerical P.rsonnel, (bra)--

5. Jntainlog user request file (for documents)
Professioi personnel (bra)

Clerical personnel (bra

6. Maintaining central file of announcement medium
Professional personnel (We)

Clerical,.personnel (bra)

7. Disposition of excess copies
Professional personnel (has)

Cleriol4 personnel (hrs)

S. .aintsIUAng security records and controls
Profes ,opal personnel (bra)

Cleric4. personnel (hra) -

9.-Other (Pease define)
PT-f6easIon personnel (hrs)

Clerical personnel (hra)

TOIiAIS

"9 .s78



DDC AUTOMATIC SERVICES AND PRODUJCTS

TEST EVALUATION ANALYSIS

PART IV - SERVICES

General

34 *P'O8'a.* Which concept of service do you prefer?

22 Automatic 7Demand 5No Preference

34 Repies? b. Which announcement media do you prefer?

a GAB 17 TA B 9 No Preference

34 RO.U.. c. Will1 you continue using ASP service after the test period?

29 Yes 5 No

34 Rep les? d. Please give your assessment of the impact on information service I
resulting from ASP as compared to the present acquisition process.

s4 posala e. Would you prefer your interest prof ile to be more definitive

than the field and group structure?

1-0 Yes 22 No Blank 2

If yes, explain:

Pleaae return to:

Defense Documentation Center
ATTN: DDC-D

Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 2231is

H-10 * -



USSR T-OFtLATrI0N 'RUPICI& E*'

_______________ AU4'NVY AIRI J14T EDJC INDWS 1iL9A{ Lmis
__WNAVY____________I__DOD OONT COMM FED 2Kjr IOTJS

nIGH-VOWNM USERS ADD 1 2. 1 0 -1 7 0 0 1.2
(RSPONSIBLE FORl- OHM-TIID

*P AhLL aWlIT HQUEST) GAB 0 2 1. 0 1 7 0 o 3

AHTD 1 0 0 0 1 2 3. 0 5
%YIALDDo 6 2 34 1 8 1 45 1 4 0 70

MEDI-VOWNM USERS ADD '5 -3 2 1 1 6 o 0 18

OVIM lnOFg ALLcDi 6 3 2- 2 4' 0 0 IT
D~wTHMss. KPD 1 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 1

TCYJAL DDC i. x6 3P 51, 3195 i.6 i

* WN-VO049 USiKJt ADD 0 2 -1 1. 1 6 0~ 0___

RaLailry ORL-WiIRD OF C-A I~ 1 0 1 )
AL OLWTR IMM ANN1') 1 0 1 0 0 0j 22

TOTAL Mr. 539 M453 7j62 11,2- 69f i,-633 374& 393 3, 5(1)

TOTAL USERS ANJ± 2 3 19 0 0 h')

(GUMTTL)ca! 716 I4 0 34 36 0 0, 3's

" WD 31 0 1 0. 1 2 1 0, 8

7IAr. D!yV. 576 j1i01 '93 Ih;. 1.59 1,1803 139h, 'Al~ J
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Appendix J

RWU MO~gRMJK= ALUATIM ANAIISI

PART I -Organizational Data

* ~~Name ok Organizatio.1:_____________________

Addrecs:__________________ ____

Date Prepared:_ _____ By:________________
(Name and Title).

Telepbique:_________ Automatic Services Code:_______

PART IL- _General Iaformat ion

*l.What is. the .iotal number of STUlWO users in your organization?

_JJ5 aveage 8-6,696 ranage

2. Do you maintain a single location for information' servic*,s?
17 Yes __L4 No

I~f no, how many subsidiary information outlets do you maintai.n?
A.. veage -17. ranga

*3,. o, ,yoxt pioducr. an in-houee current awareness bulletin of atny type?

29 Yes*- 2'No

.1f yes, what report collections are included? Generally 'all te

receive (94i f-reguentWy mentioned specifically wre: primary distibation (9);
in-housi-(O); DDC (12); NASA (11); ABC (6); 013?! (2).

*-41.. -Rw. are- GA3 19 and otherp selective announcemei~t. services '(CAST,
FA$T,. SCA) t.negrated and incorpora ted into your current awarenesg
progruM? kg~emnted according, to, user interest, grofiles_.(22): .circulated

thoug* organization (5); kept in libraxy (5); incorporated into ia,-house

.annouIjle.Mt blletin (4); added to in-house announcement bulletin-as

s~p~jt.(2); integated into comuter-based SDI (1).



PAflT 117- Reproduction and Distribution

1. Are you experiencing any problems relative to the packaging,
shipment, or receipt oZ GAB's? _ 1o en _Ij o

*If yes, explain: Inearrect quantities (7): poor aualit-Y (2); s~ij-

ment not all received at same time (2t: misma 3hirxzt (1): GAB. all Qt

* of seguence W1e sent to incomplete address (1).

2. Are you maintaining a central file for GAB's? JjSYes 13 No

If YC3, in what sequence are they filed?

13 ajor classification--Field/Group; minor classification--
GAB Issue Number

6 Major classification--GAB Issue Number; minor classification--
Field/Group

Other (Explain)_____________________

3. Are you reproducing copies of the GAB's for auatomiatic
distribution? 8 Yeb 23 No

If yes, by what process? Xerox copier (6); offset printing (2).

How many copies per issue do you reproduce? 68 avarage of those reproducing
2-40J range of those reproducing

4. Are you distributing GAB copies by:

6 routing via buckslip to organizational entities?
5 routing via buckalip to interested personnel?

13 diract routing to each user?
5 other? (Explain) Disseminated according to profiles (2); inceorporated

into in-house announcement bulletin (2); circulation from user to user (1).

5. Complete the following table pertainig to the circulation of
announcement media:

* J-2



_ _ ~ TAB

-" ---

i-765 1-45 1-50 '140
I Average

limber RCA. p"s ... . .... ........ 117 Zfl 11

0-943 0-350 0-60 , 4 .18 1 12Average.
iumber crtul tod .................. 168 16 12

Number of D itict Organizational 3-350 0-125 0-125 ,0.125 Average
Entitle erved................. 40 23 18 20

S2-14 da, 0-7 da, 0-21 d ,0-44 daAverage Circulation Time Per 2 AverageN8days 2 days 8 days. * ,days ,'
Organisational Entity ............... 8 - - -

8-3000 0-750 30-150 ,0-1600 Average
Number of Persons Served ............... 383 119 306 338

- .0-7 day 0-7 day 07 clayt 70'.ri do~yA
Average Circulation Time Per Person .... 1 day 1.4 dayi 1 day 1 -day Average

lumber of D ment Requests Initiated 1-Z00 2-300 140 0470 Average
D-o y i cu nt 83 21 140 36

by Circulatn.... ..............-
Rank (1,2,3 'c 4) the services as to 8.lirsti Firstf 10 Is .,Firt Average

which best. Zulfi11 youor current
awareness requirements .................

(Give reasons for your rankingsT,,' imore .conyejkpt burouting is

h nl~,ifaetLon. 2. goB is e~eetiV when roPrlv dls .tr. ted,

-but WaniAlv, abhltin information reguijsoets of e-n users .make itrd to

d &intr aq ~e~ivlv. 3. USRDR is cou-arable to TAB. 4. CAST is coaparable
to AB.

6. .hilextb .6riginal intent of (AB production was to replace.,TAB,
DDC's iaiti*. -evaluation indicated that TAB is still _requireid as h central
r0,ference_.t..,. Is'TAB still needed? Al. Yes No

: f!U,,yt, how is it used?

,=Central reference only
_. ,_Girculation for current awareness only'

-. th circulation and central reference
. pher (Explain) Aditional uses mentioned were: verification

of pRrocM~gA t jnformation (2); basis for cataloging (1); decentraliaed
ifere, ice (1).

HWuany copiea -are required by your organization?1O.7 aveEra .
1- 50 r.g

J-3 ' 83
= :2 ,(,
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Would TAB in microfiche form be acceptable? 6 Yes 24 No

If no, why not?_c4,g,1ptbn ,uld be impossible and use for reference

would be too difficult (22); not enough equipment available (7); might create

security problems (2).

PART IV - Evaluation

1. Do you have. subscriptions for CAST (Clearinghouse Announcements
in Science and Technology)? 24 'Les 7 No

If yes, do you plan to renew your subscriptions? 13 Yes 10 No

2. Does CAST serve adequately as a couaterpart to GAB?

14 Yes 9 No

Why, or why not? Yes, because it covers reports not in GAB (6);

can be circulated to non-GAB users (1); but isn't used as much as GAB (6).

No, because U-1GRDR is adequate (3); the service charge limits its use (2);
and it makes too many different places to look for reports (5).

3. If GAB were put on a subscription basis similar to CAST, would
your organization subscribe? 16 Yes 11 No

4. Would you prefer a CAST-type format, similar to the enclosed,
instead of the present GAB format? 16 Yes 11 No

Whichever format you prefer, do you have any modifications to
suggest? Better typography and larger print (4); bigger, bolder type for

AD Nos. (3), Field/Group assignments (1), titles (1), and distribution

statements (1); more citations per sheet (1); no citations to limited reports (1);

individual report citations printed on catalog card stock.

5. Do you subscribe to FAST (Fast Announcements in Science and

Technology) published by CFSTI? lYes j No

If yes, do you find this type of announcement flyer useful?

j Yes jNo

J -4- .



6. What benefits, if any, does your organization derive from TAB
which could not be oatisf ied by CAB?TAB is more pjpyjhjp. mor_ comn&et_ and

easerto se(16) : sere effctivelX a a central reference tool (15):
neaded fVor its broader coverage (3i: neccssarv for in-hu sarce 'a

easier to use indexes with (8); contains necessary ordering infozrnation and
C.1AAuJ fi et anchnggs (4): erves; as an acquisitions and PcAtalgging tool (2);
unaffected by changing user needs (1); fewr if any, benefits.

7. If GAB were limited to only citations for unclassified reports,
what effect would this have on your organ izat ion? Effect inness and usefulness

of servie, would be greatly reduced (16): little or no effect. as lonet as
TAB publication continues as at present (10); would have to use TAB service

:j~5j wo-uld further fraoment information services (2): _would h1ave to
begin using magnatic tape service (1); would be better, as we only use un-
olassified services (2). _________________

8. Please give your assessment of the impact on your organization
of thie GAB program. Q ~ j b& "ased the libraries' abillties to ;)rovide

qurenjawaenes sryiesto their users, whose intarests hCve been incesd(1)

GA~g hav been annreciated by the recipients (4); GAMs ha workn9__fiue in

con iunction wuith the ADD service (if userr see aa announctment of intarest

te- can immediately look at the full text report) -and have iele~ mjjez micro-

fiche more-.Acceptable (5); GABs have made users more selective in their

4oculldit eust§ (2):- ga~s would be better if only Lhe unclassified,

unlimited were included (1), GABs were not nearly as effective as they

mo~uld be with more correlation with CAST. FAST. SCAN. _etc. (6); GABs are

od little use. thc. TAB is ipreferred (4) - GABs would not be needed at all if

TAB wyere unclassified (4): GA~s aren't needed, as the-ADD microfiche are

qirculated for current awareness W;) GABs never fulfilled their promise (1);

cGA~s merely-flood, us-with irrelvant paper (1); DDC should supply TABs and
Al the libraries do- thq library work.

r)
J-5U
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Group Anhouncement Bulletin FIELD 6/GROUP I

leuo No. 69.10 BIOCHEMISTRY
Indicate the documents you want by checking the column alongside Che desired .citations,
hardcopy (HC) an4/or microfiche (NF). Then write your name and internal code in the
spaces below, and forward the entire sheet to your in-house library.

A0-8119 529L. 6/1 6/13HC NF AO-8'49 5091t 6/16 6/1 HC A COA RESARC INCWALHA MASS
GEORGETOWN UNIV WAS INGTOtf 0 C DEPT OF BIOLOGY + -R

-OESCQDTrVE NOTE: I.UAL PROGRESI P--. (F'ISAL) IDESCRIPTIVE NOTE: F INAL RET. 1 J.p. 67-30 SEP 68. JAN-30 DEC 6.SEP 68 12P IR"ItG FPYl N E 6 . 5P ORRIE . FRIEOI4ANSHARVFY.
COrTRACT: DAOA1-67-C-7139 GOSEPAIIL KELLEYNICOLAS A. STARKOVSKYIPAUL

UNCLASSIFIED REPORT C. AME1CtJIK 3
DISTRIBUTION: USGO: OTHERS TO COMMANDING COJ: P 0A: A--R-&201-A-OQf
GENERAL. ARMY MEDICAL RESEUCH AND DEVELOPMENT TAS " I-B-R2201-A-O9bn2
COMMANCO %IN: MOOH-SI. 'T1ASHANGTONP 0. C.
20315. UNCLAWIFIED REPORT

DISTRIRUTION: USGI: oTo4 .oS TO COMMANDINGDEPSCRIPTORS; ,ENE-L. ,PMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOOMENTt ii n ), m COMMAND, AT74: ME0OH-SI. WASHINGTON. 0. C.

L * SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE: PPEPAR'O IN COOPERATI1N WITI'

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL. BOSTON, THE JHN
COLL.PNS WARREN LARS.

DESLRIPTORS: (VMS -i

AD-,49 71OL 6/1 6/3 AD-P.9 938L 6/15 6/1
ARMY IPCREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOL(IGY CENTER UASHINGTO!, 0 ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE A.D TECHNOLOGY CENTER WASHINGTOP
C C

MAR 69 321' R. KLEINIM. TE(,DORESCUS
REPT. NO. FSTC-HT-23-1035-68
PROJ: FSTC-92236.82391. FSTC-05!701, VAR 6 Q 17P R. BENDAI

REPT. NO. PSTC-H(-,3-705-68
U.CLASSIFIEO REPORT PROJ FSTC-9a236262301

DISTRIBUTION: USGO: OTHERS TO COMMANoDR. ARMY
FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER. *JIPCLASSIFIED RAC ORT
WASHINGTON- 0. C. 20315. DISTRIBUTION: USGO: OTHERS TO COMMANDER. ARMY

SUPPI.EMENVARY NOTE: TRANS. OF ACADEMIA REPUBLICIT FOREIGN SCIENCE AN T CHNOLOGY CENTER#
POPULARE ROMINE, INSTITUTUL DE INFRAMICROBIOLOGIE. WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20315.
STUOII SI CERCETARI DE INFRAMICROIOLOGIE, V19 US SUPPLEMENTARY 14OTE: TRANS. c uCSKOSLOVENSK&
P375-392 1968. EIDEMIOLOGIE. PIKROBfOLsGIE. IMMJUNOLOGIE, V16 NS

P2e8-278 1967.
DESCRIPTORS: (. l0 b .0

DESCRIPTORS: ,Il. G 3"

i. . -o-III

NOTICE

THE TITLES AND DESCRIPTORS CONTAINED IN THIS SAMPLE HAVE BEEN BLACKED OUT TO ENABLE
PUBLIC RELEASE OF THIS DOCUMENT. THE RELEASE LIMITATION MARKINGS LEFT ON TO INDICATE
FORMAT ARE 1OT APPLICABLE TO THIS UNCLASSIFIED/UNLIMTED SAMPLE.

j-6
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Appendix K

AMMTIC NA lC TANI DI&ZH.TMII

RVALUARON ANALX3

PART I. Or'amization and Contact Indivtdua3

NM and sAddres of Organizetion:

WEC User Code: Teleipione:_

Contact Individ',.al and Title:

PIw Ii. j E rmmI

Coinuter Capability? 14 Yen j Uo Current or Future. 14 (No reply)
If yes, eomplete the fofloving:

Make and Model:

Memory Size:

TapDrives (No. & Type) __

Estimated Date of Installation:_

PART In, --YWR B.SM SPEC ICATIONS:

Do you 'have document dinta in machine-readible format now? 9 -Yes 4 _o
If yes,-complete the follouIng: -7No reply)

File. Content:

-iAccession Source Descriptors
Title Author Abstracts

* ther (Describe)-

IPunched Tape Drum
Punched Card Disc

A ~Magnetic Tape Othier fo-

- - Lii



PART In. continued:

Approximate Number of Documents on File: il00 - 500,000

Frequency of File Use: 1 - 4 times weekl

PART IV. USE MAME OF DDC MPONMTIC TAPE:

What use (was/is) being made of DDC Magnetic Tape? (Please ci le
applicable entries)

Selective dissemination 9

Bibliograrbhic Searches: 3

Subject Source
Contract Report Number
Author 4 (No reply)

Indexes or Announcements 4

Documnt Control 1

Management Information 4

Other 1

PAPT V.

What factors resulted in your decision to use/not use the tapes provided:

Format 2 2 (No reply)

Data Representation 8
Other 5

PART VI.

What improvements would you desire?

Blocked records 2 Short reels 1 Other 4
Header/trailers 3 Format Change 1 4 (No reply)

PART VII.

As a result of tape data, have your bibliographic requests decreased?
2 Yes 6 No If yes, give approximate percentage

7 (No reply)

i.--



PART VII. continued:

would the inclusion of Classified abstracts on the tape further
reduce yur bibliographic requests? 14 Yes 5 No 6 (No rply)

Havi ywUr documnt requests incAased, decriased, or re2nedunchapee4 6 (No reply)

PART VIii.

How many personnel are provided service by your program? l100 (Ava)

PART 31X.

Does the use of DEC's magnetic tape eliminate your need for DDC's
-- blished TAB? ___ Yes 13 No 2 (No reply)
If no, p1sase explain:

PART X.

Would you be willing to pay for this service? 6 Yes _2_o 6 (No ceply)

Customized Tape Service? 10 Yes 1 No 14 (No reply)

, £ Please explain:

Do you cobine DDC tape entries with other announcement services? 7 Yes 5 ,k-

If yes, please list other inputs: 3 (No reply)

iK- 
Ict , 0



PART XII. -

What is your estimate of saving realied by use of DDC's tape as
input. Please consider the cost of abstractingp indexing, keyatroking,
etc., when estimating this cost.

(The majority were unable to Rrovide meaningful-cost figgres at this

time.)

K-4.



Appendix L

AUICW DOCIMq DISIMUTW

EVALUATM~ ANAL!SJ

PART I o rganizat ion Data

Name of organization:______________________

Address:-

d(Name and Title)

Telephone Number:_____ Automatic Services Code:_________

*PART IL.- Equipment Analysis

1. Haw many o2z each of the following are available for use in this
program?

Average -21..Readers 4 L Reader/ __.,3Fiche-to-fiche 1.9 ic -to-hard
keproduicer duplicator -copy reproduction

2. Does your experience indicate a need for changes in the numbers
or types of equipment for full opetational implementation of- automiatic

Totals services program? 32 Yes 8 No No teply I

Average 3, What is the ratio of STIIFO users to microfiche viewing equipment
in your organization? 151-1 (High l.GO-1 Low 2-1 ) No rElt 5

4.. What plans, if any, do you have for acquiring additionat
equipment? 14 users have no plans for acquiring additional egutLent. 8

user,-hM. future plans for expanding equipment. 9 users have andment

on o2deed -

5. Is microfiche equipment readily accessible to your STINFO users?

Totals 3I4Yes 5 No No reply 2

Please elaborate. 25,users report enough equipment available in library

and gnt labs with portable etuipment available. 11 users Emol a ned

for equipment,; 5 no ansesrs.

0 1
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PART III Usage Volume

Average. 1. How ipany microfiche reports are received through automatic
services per bimonthly TO cycle? .4 9 No reply 2

2. How many unclassified/limited and classified reports are requested
from uW per bimonthly TAB cycle?

Average 66 Microfiche No reply 7
36 Hard Copy No reply 7

3. Of those reports requested from DDC, how many (as nearly as you
can tell) are requested because:

Average 42 they fall outside the scope of your automatic No reply 9
services profile?

29 they are desired in hard copy form instead of No reply 9
microfiche form?

31 in-house reproduction or distribution of the 'No reply 9
centrally-filed microfiche is not feasible or
desirable?

4. Is your present demand request rate less than it was prior to
automatic services?

Microfiche: jjYes 19 No No reply 3
Totals Hard Copy: 23 yes 1514O No reply 3

PART IV - Reproduction and Utilization

Totals 1. Are your microfiche reports centrally filed? 36Yes 5 No
If yes, how are they filed? (Note. "Yes" answers

file in more than one
Totals 38A Number 3 Report Number place.)

i i LSource 3 Internal Accession Number
Otber (explain)

If no, how Are they distributed?

Totals 2. Are microfiche duplicates made for additional files? 16 Yes 25 No
If yes, specify the numbers and kinds of additional files:

L-2 i92
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Of these requests filled in-house, what percentages are:

60 filled satisfactorily by viewing the file copy?

_. filled by making a microfiche copy?

j filled by makins a hard copy? No reply 11

PART V - E"luation

1. bat is the present reaction of your user community to viicrofiche
in lieu of herd copy?

24 Favcrable 17 Unfavorable

'If unfavorable, please explain: Lack of portability, epyetrain.

cannot refer back and forth; security problems.

2. How does the present view regarding the use of microfiche in g

lieu of hard copy compare with previous feelings? 30 report a Lin in

aceptance; 7 no change; 2 still report a negative attitude. 2 no answers.

To what do you attribute any change?_ _ _ _ _ _

3. Are you experiencing any problems relative to the packaging,
shipment, or receipt of the microfiche? 12 Yes 29 No

If yes, please explain: ,

4. Are you having any difficulties in filing the microfiche or in
maintaining the files? 7 Yes 34 No

If yes, please explain:

L-3 -093
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Total 3. Do you use positive microfiche: 8 Yes No
If yes, do you reproduce from the negative microfiche you receive

from DDC? 7 Yes 1 _No

4. What is your user reaction to positive microfiche as compared to

negative?13 do not receive positive microfiche; therefore no preference.

12 definitely do not like positive microfiche; 2 like positive microfiche.

14 no answers.

Total 5. Are microfiche duplicates requestcJ1 k:om DDC for additional files?
13 Yes 26 No No reply 2

If yes, specify the numbers and kinds of additional files:

Average 6. How many AD report requests per month are received (from your
STINFO users) in your library? 513 No reply 10

To the best of your knowledge, what percentages of these requests

are prompted by:

6 ___person-to-person communication (word-of-mouth advertising)?

17 GAB announcement?

4 CAST announcement?

18 TAB announcement?

7 USGRDR announcement?

5 FAST announcement?

12 TAB Indexes search?

10 DDC bibliography search?

21 Others (Please list)?

Of these requests, what percentages are: No reply 9

43 forwarded to DDC?

57 filled in-house?

L-4
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5. Be* the accuulacion of microfiche for the past year had 4y
iApsct on youT operations? 31 Yes -.. L No No reply 1

It y", please explain: (In one instance, for example, a
company increoped their use of the DDC TSLBX Bibliography Service,)

Infor.ation . imediatel, accessible; storage capability has incMsed.

increased workload, increased the utilization of government R&D Rorts.
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